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ABSTRACT
Although the neuroanatomical distribution of catecholaminergic (CA) neurons has been well documented across all
vertebrate classes, few studies have examined CA connectivity to physiologically and anatomically identified neural
circuitry that controls behavior. The goal of this study was
to characterize CA distribution in the brain and inner ear
of the plainfin midshipman fish (Porichthys notatus) with
particular emphasis on their relationship with anatomically
labeled circuitry that both produces and encodes social
acoustic signals in this species. Neurobiotin labeling of the
main auditory end organ, the saccule, combined with tyrosine hydroxylase immunofluorescence (TH-ir) revealed a
strong CA innervation of both the peripheral and central
auditory system. Diencephalic TH-ir neurons in the periventricular posterior tuberculum, known to be dopaminergic, send ascending projections to the ventral

telencephalon and prominent descending projections to
vocal–acoustic integration sites, notably the hindbrain
octavolateralis efferent nucleus, as well as onto the base
of hair cells in the saccule via nerve VIII. Neurobiotin backfills of the vocal nerve in combination with TH-ir revealed
CA terminals on all components of the vocal pattern generator, which appears to largely originate from local TH-ir
neurons but may include input from diencephalic projections as well. This study provides strong neuroanatomical
evidence that catecholamines are important modulators of
both auditory and vocal circuitry and acoustic-driven social
behavior in midshipman fish. This demonstration of TH-ir
terminals in the main end organ of hearing in a nonmammalian vertebrate suggests a conserved and important
anatomical and functional role for dopamine in normal
audition. J. Comp. Neurol. 522:2887–2927, 2014.
C 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Catecholamines (CAs) are a highly conserved group
of neurochemicals that are known to function as important modulators of motivation, reward, arousal, sensory
and motor systems, and reproduction (Berridge, 2008;
Hurley et al., 2004; Joshua et al., 2009; Riters, 2012;
Salamone and Correa, 2012). The neuroanatomical distribution of catecholaminergic (CA) neuronal groups,
which include dopamine (DA) and noradrenaline (NA), is
well characterized across all major vertebrate taxa, and,
with a few exceptions, is largely conserved. Like other
vertebrates, teleosts exhibit brainstem CA cell groups
C 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
V
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in the area postrema (AP), the vagal lobe (and associated areas), and the noradrenergic (NAergic) locus
coeruleus, as well as dopaminergic (DAergic) cell
groups in the hypothalamus, preoptic area, thalamus,
subpallium, and olfactory bulb but lack the midbrain
ventral tegmental (VTA)/substantia nigra (SN) DA populations found in both tetrapods and elasmobranch
fishes that form the well-characterized ascending mesolimbic/nigrostriatal pathways involved in motivation and
reward-related behaviors (for review, see Carrera et al.,
2012; O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011; Smeets and Gonzalez, 2000; Yamamoto and Vernier, 2011). A subpopulation of DA neurons in the diencephalic periventricular
posterior tuberculum (TPp) of teleosts sends ascending
projections to the ventral telencephalon and therefore
was originally proposed to be homologous to VTA/SN
of tetrapods (Rink and Wullimann, 2001, 2002a; O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011, 2012); however, recent studies using genetic manipulations strongly suggest this
group is homologous to diencephalic A11 DA neurons
that are dependent on the transcription factor orthopedia (otp), and local subpallial DA neurons may function
to supply DA to proposed striatal homologs (Kastenhuber et al., 2010; Lohr et al., 2009; Ryu et al., 2006;
Schweitzer et al., 2012; Tay et al., 2011).
Regardless of homology, the widespread projection
patterns (largely descending but also ascending) of
these TPp neurons position them to be important integrative neuromodulators of sensory and motor function,
cognition, and behavior (Ma, 2003; Schweitzer et al.,
2012; Tay et al., 2011). Teleosts exhibit CA neuronal
populations and innervation patterns in nuclei with proposed homologies to those found in tetrapods where
they are known to modulate motivated social and reproductive behavior (Goodson and Kingsbury, 2013; O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011; Petersen et al., 2013).
However, aside from DA neurons in the anterior preoptic area that are well documented to regulate the
hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal (HPG) axis in teleosts
(Dufour et al., 2005, 2010; Kah et al., 1987; Peter and
Fryer, 1983), the functions of specific CA cell groups in
teleosts are largely unknown. However, recent studies
in teleosts have begun to characterize cFos induction
of CA nuclei to social challenge stimuli (O’Connell
et al., 2013; Petersen et al., 2013). Furthermore, there
are few examples (McLean and Fetcho, 2004b) of CA
connectivity to physiologically and anatomically identified neural circuitry that controls behavior in teleosts.
The plainfin midshipman fish, Porichthys notatus, is a
well-studied model system for understanding neural and
hormonal mechanisms underlying vocal–acoustic communication in vertebrates (Bass and McKibben, 2003;
Forlano and Bass, 2011), and thus is an ideal model to
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investigate the structure/function of CAs in relation to
well-delineated vocal and auditory circuits, which may
in turn provide important insights into the evolution of
CAs in auditory-driven social behavior (Petersen et al.,
2013). During the summer months in the intertidal zone
off northern California and the Pacific Northwest, type I
male midshipman excavate and defend nests under
rocks, and court females at night by producing a longduration (>1 minute) advertisement call via rapid contraction of sound-generating musculature on the sides
of the swimbladder (Bass and McKibben, 2003; Cohen
and Winn, 1967). Females localize males by sound,
spawn once, and return offshore, whereas type I males
continue to court additional females and alone care for
offspring (Bass, 1996; Bass and McKibben, 2003). Type
II males do not court females but rather sneak or satellite spawn in competition with type I males (Bass,
1996; Brantley and Bass, 1994).
The descending vocal motor system in midshipman
has been physiologically and anatomically well characterized and consists of forebrain nuclei in the preoptic
area and anterior hypothalamus with connections to the
midbrain periaqueductal gray, paratoral and midbrain
isthmal nuclei, which in turn connect to the vocal pattern generator (VPG) in the hindbrain spinal cord (Bass
et al., 1994; Chagnaud et al., 2011; Goodson and Bass,
2002; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013; Kittelberger et al.,
2006). The VPG consists of vocal pre-pacemaker neurons (VPP) that receive input from midbrain vocal centers and hindbrain auditory nuclei, and innervate vocal
pacemaker neurons (VPN) and the central paired vocal
motor nucleus (VMN) whose axons exit the central
nervous system (CNS) as occipital nerve roots to innervate vocal musculature (Bass and Baker, 1990; Bass
et al., 1994; Chagnaud et al., 2011; Goodson and Bass,
2002). Importantly, the VPG sets the temporal pattern
of natural calls, and this is encoded separately by VPP
for duration and VPN for frequency (Chagnaud et al.,
2011, 2012). Furthermore, the VPG of midshipman is
derived from the same compartment of the CNS that
patterns vocalizations in tetrapods (Bass and Baker,
1997; Bass et al., 2008).
The auditory system in midshipman has also been
well characterized and, like other teleosts, contains primary afferents from the saccule, the main end organ of
hearing, which synapse onto first-order medullary neurons comprising the descending octaval nucleus and its
subdivisions and secondary octaval populations, both of
which project to the midbrain torus semicircularis,
which in turn projects to several diencephalic nuclei
including the anterior tuberal hypothalamus and central
posterior thalamus, which relays information to pallial
and subpallial nuclei (Bass et al., 2000; Bass et al.,
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1994; Goodson and Bass, 2002; McCormick, 1999,
2011). A hindbrain octavolateral efferent nucleus (OE)
receives input from the vocal motor system and projects to the inner ear end organs and lateral line system
(Bass et al., 1994, 2000; Chagnaud et al., 2011; Chagnaud and Bass, 2013; Weeg et al., 2005). Additionally,
the auditory system in midshipman is interconnected to
vocal nuclei in the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain
(Bass et al., 2000, 2001a; Goodson and Bass, 2002;
Kittelberger et al., 2006).
The goal of this study was to characterize CA distribution in the midshipman brain with particular emphasis on
its relationship to identified circuitry that both produces
and encodes social acoustic signals. We tested the

hypothesis that CA neurons directly innervate the peripheral and central auditory system and VPG by transneuronal backfill of the saccular branch of nerve VIII and vocal
occipital nerve roots, respectively, combined with immunofluorescence (-ir) for tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the
rate-limiting enzyme for catecholamine synthesis. Data
contained in the present study have been partly reported
in abstract form (Forlano et al., 2012).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Fish were hand collected from intertidal nests in Tomales Bay, CA or Hood Canal, WA in the summer reproductive period or captured by otter trawl off Edmonds, WA in

Neuroanatomical Abbreviations
ac
AP
AT
C
CA
cc
Cg
Cm
CP
CPc
CPd
d
D
Dc
Df
Dl
Dm
Dm-p
DOdl/dl
DOdm/dm
DOi/i
DOri/ri
Dp
DPo
ea
EB
EG
G
Ha
HC
Hc
Hd
HoC
Hv
iaf
III
IL
IN
IP
Is
IV
LH
LC
LL
ll
MED
MFB
MG
mlct
MLF
nIII
nll
NIn
OB
oc
OE
OEc

anterior commissure
area postrema
anterior tuberal nucleus
cerebellum
cerebral aqueduct
cerebellar crest
granular layer of the corpus of the cerebellum
molecular layer of the corpus of the cerebellum
central posterior nucleus of the thalamus
compact division of the central posterior nucleus
diffuse division of the central posterior nucleus
dendrites of octavolateralis efferent nucleus
area dorsalis of the telencephalon
central zone of D
diffuse nucleus of the hypothalamus
lateral zone of D
medial zone of D
posterior zone of Dm
dorsolateral division of descending octaval nucleus
dorsomedial division of descending octaval nucleus
intermediate division of descending octaval nucleus
rostral intermediate division of descending octaval nucleus
posterior zone of D
dorsal posterior nucleus of the thalamus
efferent axons of octavolateralis efferent nucleus
efferent bundle tract of octavolateralis efferent nucleus
eminentia granularis
nucleus glomerulosus
habenula
hair cell layer
central periventricular hypothalamus
dorsal periventricular hypothalamus
horizontal commissure
ventral periventricular hypothalamus
internal arcuate fiber tract
third ventricle
inferior lobe of the hypothalamus
intermediate nucleus of the hypothalamus
isthmal paraventricular nucleus
midbrain isthmal nucleus (not nucleus isthmi)
fourth ventricle
lateral hypothalamus
locus coeruleus
central tract of the lateral line nerves
lateral lemniscus
cell plate of medial octavolateralis nucleus
medial forebrain bundle
magnocellular octaval nucleus
medial longitudinal catecholaminergic tract
medial longitudinal fasiculus
oculomotor nucleus
nucleus of the lateral lemniscus
nucleus interpeduncularis
olfactory bulb
occipital nerves
octavolateralis efferent nucleus
caudal division of OE

OEd-c
OEd-r
OEr
ON
OT
PAG
Pe
PGl
PGm
PHT
Pit
PL
PM
PMg
PoC
PPa
PPp
PPv
PTN
PTT
PVO
RF
SC
SCN
SD
SE
SOv
SR
SU
SV
T
Teg
Te
TL
TPp
TS
TSd
v
V
Vc
Vd
Vde
Vg
VIII
VL
Vm
VM
VMN
Vp
VPN
VPP
Vs
vT
VT
Vv
XL
Xm

caudal division of OE dendritic field
rostral division of OE dendritic field
rostral division of OE
optic nerve
optic tract
periaqueductal gray
periventricular cell layer of the torus semicircularis
lateral division of nucleus preglomerulosus
medial division of nucleus preglomerulosus
preoptico-hypophysial tract
pituitary
paralemniscal midbrain tegmentum
magnocellular preoptic nucleus
gigantocellular division of PM
posterior commissure
anterior parvocellular preoptic nucleus
posterior parvocellular preoptic nucleus
nucleus pretectalis periventricularis pars ventralis
posterior tuberal nucleus
paratoral tegmentum
paraventricular organ
reticular formation
support cell layer
suprachiasmatic nucleus
saccus dorsalis
sensory epithelium of the saccule
ventral division of secondary octaval nucleus
superior raphe
supramedullary neurons
saccus vasculosus
telencephalon
tegmentum
midbrain tectum
torus longitudinalis
periventricular nucleus of the posterior tuberculum
torus semicircularis
deep layer of torus semicircularis
ventricle
area ventralis of the telencephalon
central nucleus of V
dorsal nucleus of V
descending tract of the trigeminal nerve
granular layer of the valvula
eighth nerve
ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus
trigeminal motor nucleus
ventromedial nucleus of the thalamus
vocal motor nucleus
postcommissural nucleus of V
vocal pacemaker nucleus
vocal prepacemaker nucleus
supracommissural nucleus of V
ventral tuberal hypothalamus
ventral tegmental nucleus
ventral nucleus of V
vagal lobe
vagal motor nucleus
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Puget Sound in the winter nonreproductive season
(December). Fish were either shipped to the Aquatic
Research and Environmental Assessment Center (AREAC)
at City University of New York (CUNY) Brooklyn College,
separated by sexual morphotype, and maintained in recirculating saltwater aquaria or shipped to the Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) in Woods Hole, MA and maintained
in flow-through seawater tables. All experimental procedures performed in this study were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of CUNY Brooklyn College
and the MBL. A total of 42 fish were used in this study,
including type I males, type II males, and females. Only
type I males were used for vocal nerve backfill experiments (see below). Analyses regarding differences in sex
and/or season are beyond the scope of the current study
and will be reported elsewhere.

Neuroanatomical tract tracing
Saccular end organ fills
Procedures were conducted as previously reported to
delineate hindbrain auditory nuclei (Bass et al., 1994,
2000; Sisneros et al., 2002). Type I (12.5–15 cm standard length [SL]) and type II (8–9.5 cm) males were
anesthetized in a 0.025% benzocaine seawater bath,
and the saccule was exposed by dorsal craniotomy (Fig.
1). Neurobiotin crystals (Vector, Burlingame, CA) were
applied either to the saccular nerve branch near the
sensory macula (n 5 5) or directly on the saccular
macula (n 5 2) via a minutian pin. Neurobiotin was
applied bilaterally on two fish and unilaterally on the
others. The exposed inner ear was covered with parafilm and glued with Vetbond (3M, St. Paul, MN) for a
water-tight seal. Survival times ranged between 1 and 2
days until sacrifice by transcardial perfusion (below).

Vocal nerve backfills
Procedures were conducted as previously reported
whereby application of neurobiotin or biocytin to a single vocal (sonic) nerve will delineate the bilateral vocal
pattern generator in the hindbrain–spinal cord (Bass
et al., 1994, 1996; Knapp et al., 1999). Type I males (n
5 6) ranging from 11.6 to 15.6 cm SL were used.
Based on gonadosomatic index and vocal muscle
appearance, 2/6 were in reproductive condition, and
4/6 were in a nonreproductive state (Sisneros et al.,
2009). Fish were anesthetized as above, and the left
swimbladder muscle was exposed by a ventral incision
of the body wall. The vocal nerve was then exposed by
separating the medial muscle from the swimbladder
wall, and neurobiotin crystals were applied to the dried
cut end of the nerve. The body wall was sutured shut
and sealed with Vetbond. Postsurgery survival time was
6 days until sacrifice by transcardial perfusion (below).
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Figure 1. Dorsal view of exposed brain and inner ear of a midshipman indicating levels (rostral–caudal) of transverse sections
for the brain atlas of tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactivity
shown in Figure 2. Abbreviations: C, cerebellum; M, midbrain; OB,
olfactory bulb; oc, occipital nerve roots; SE, saccular epithelium
of the inner ear; T, telencephalon; VIII, eighth nerve. Modified
from Forlano et al., 2010. Scale bar 5 1.5 mm.

Immunohistochemistry
Methods for fixation and immunohistochemistry have
been described elsewhere (Petersen et al., 2013). Animals were deeply anesthetized in 0.025% benzocaine in
seawater, transcardially perfused with ice-cold teleost
Ringer’s solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1
M phosphate buffer (PB; pH 7.2). Brains and saccules
were removed, postfixed for 1 hour, rinsed, and stored
in PB. Brains were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PB
for 24 to 48 hours at 4 C, embedded in Cryo-Gel (InstruMedics, Ann Arbor, MI) and sectioned at 25 lm (brain)
or 15–20 lm (saccular epithelium) in the transverse,
sagittal, or horizontal plane on a Leica CM1850 cryostat.
Sections were collected onto gelatin-subbed microscope
slides and then stored at 220 C or 280 C.
For immunolabeling, slides were brought to room
temperature (at which all subsequent steps were carried out), washed 2X 10 minutes in 0.1 M phosphatebuffered saline (PBS), and then blocked in 0.1 M PBS
1 5% normal donkey serum (NDS; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) or 5% NDS 1 5% bovine serum
albumin (BSA; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) 1 0.3% Triton X100 (PBST) for 1 hour. Primary antibodies were diluted
in PBST, applied onto tissue sections, and incubated for
16 hours in a humidified chamber. The primary antibodies and dilutions were as follows: mouse anti-tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH; 1:1,000; Millipore/Chemicon MAB318,
RRID: AB_2201528, Temecula, CA), sheep anti-TH
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TABLE 1.
Primary Antibodies Used
Name
Anti-TH, clone LNC1
Anti-TH
Hair cell soma-1 (HCS-1)

Immunogen

Manufacturer

Tyrosine hydroxylase purified from PC12 cells
Native tyrosine hydroxylase from rat
pheochromocytoma
Sensory epithelia from utricles of White
Leghorn chicks emulsified in RIBI adjuvant

Millipore/Chemicon, MAB318, mouse monoclonal
Millipore/Chemicon, AB1542, sheep polyclonal

(1:3,000;
Millipore/Chemicon
AB1542,
RRID:
AB_90755), and mouse anti-hair cell HCS-1 (1:1,000,
RRID: AB_10804296, gift of J. Corwin) (Table 1). After
primary antibody incubation, slides were washed 5X 10
minutes in PBS 1 0.5% donkey serum (PBS-DS).
For chromagen visualization (TH-ir atlas, Fig. 2 only),
secondary biotinylated anti-mouse antibody (Vector)
was diluted 1:200 in PBST, applied to sections, and
incubated for 2 hours. The slides were washed 4X 10
minutes in PBS-DS. Vectastain ABC solution (Vector)
was diluted 1:200 in PBS-DS and then applied to the
sections, after which they were incubated for 1 hour.
The slides were washed in PB 3X 10 minutes and then
incubated in 0.1% diaminobenzidine (DAB) in 0.1 M PB
with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 2 minutes to visualize
the labeling. After additional washes in PB, the slides
were then Nissl-stained (0.5% Cresyl Violet in distilled
water), dehydrated, and coverslipped with Eukitt (Sigma).
For fluorescence visualization, slides were incubated
with Alexa Fluor–conjugated secondary antibodies
diluted in PBST for 2 hours (1:200 anti-mouse Alexa
Fluor 488; anti-sheep Alexa Fluor 680; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). For tract-tracing studies, streptavidin Alexa
Fluor 594 or Neutravidin Texas Red (1:1000; Invitrogen)
was combined with the Alex Fluor 488 antibody incubation. Slides were then washed 4X 10 minutes in 0.1 M
PBS. In some instances an additional 1X 10-minute
wash in 0.1 M PBS 1 0.1% Triton X-100 preceded a
25-minute incubation in fluorescent Nissl stain in PBS
(1:100, Deep Red NeuroTrace, Invitrogen). All slides
were coverslipped with Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent
with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) nuclear counterstain (Invitrogen).

Antibody characterization
The mouse monoclonal anti-TH antibody (MAB318,
clone LNC1) was produced against TH purified from
PC12 cells and recognizes an epitope on the outside of
the regulatory N-terminus. On western blots it does not
react with dopamine-b-hydroxylase, phenylalanine
hydroxylase, trytophan hydroxylase, dehydropteridine
reductase, sepiapterin reductase, or phenethanolamineN-methyl transferase (manufacturer’s data). Western
blot analysis of rat and fish brain extracts, including

Dr. Jeffrey Corwin, mAb76, mouse monoclonal

midshipman, show similar expected bands of 59–63
kDa (Adrio et al., 2011; Carrera et al., 2012; Gayoso
et al., 2011; Goebrecht et al., 2014; manufacturer’s
data). This antibody stains the appropriate pattern (i.e.,
known CA populations of neurons and projection patterns) in all brain regions, as previously documented in
midshipman and other fish species (Carrera et al.,
2012; Goebrecht et al., 2014; Kuscha et al., 2012;
McLean and Fetcho, 2004a) and other vertebrates (e.g.,
Hayes et al., 2011; Nakano et al., 2009). Alternate sections from positively labeled sections incubated without
primary or secondary antisera showed a complete
absence of labeling.
Because the monoclonal TH antibody described
above could not be used readily in combination with
the monoclonal hair cell marker HCS-1 (below), we
used sheep polyclonal anti-TH antibody (AB1542) in
the present study in order to visualize TH-ir in the saccule in combination with monoclonal anti-HCS-1. The
sheep polyclonal anti-TH antibody (AB1542) was produced against native tyrosine hydroxylase from rat
pheochromocytoma. This antibody recognizes a band
of 60 kDa from mouse brain lysate on western blot
(manufacturer’s data) and labels known CA neuronal
populations in rodent brain (Kaufling et al., 2009).
Importantly, in midshipman, AB1542 shows the same
pattern of labeling on adjacent sections in the saccule
as the monoclonal anti-TH (MAB318, above) and a
similar pattern of innervation in mammalian saccule
(Drescher et al., 2010) and cochlear sensory epithelium (Darrow et al., 2006a; Niu and Canlon, 2006; see
Discussion) as other polyclonal TH antibodies. Adjacent sections from positively labeled sections incubated without primary or secondary antisera showed a
complete absence of labeling. Furthermore, AB1542
positively labels CA neuronal populations in the midshipman CNS.
The mouse monoclonal HCS-1 antibody labels the
soma of vertebrate hair cells (Gale et al., 2000; Warchol
and Speck, 2007). The specific antigen was recently identified as otoferlin by immunoprecipitation and mass spectroscopy; the antibody labels hair cell somata in species
across five vertebrate classes (Goodyear et al., 2010). In
addition, this antibody has previously been documented
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to label the appropriate pattern, i.e., hair cell somata in
the saccule of P. notatus (Fergus and Bass, 2013; Forlano
et al., 2005, 2010). Adjacent sections from positively
labeled sections incubated without primary or secondary
antisera showed a complete absence of labeling.

Imaging and analysis
TH atlas
Representative sections from three DAB-stained animals
(two type II males and one female) were imaged with a
103 objective on an Olympus BX41 light microscope
and Olympus DP25 camera with cellSens software.
Images were merged together in Adobe Photoshop CS5
(Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). Section boundaries,
landmarks, nuclei as defined by Nissl stain, and major
TH-ir fiber tracts were traced in the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) using a Bamboo pen tablet
(Wacom, Vancouver, WA). The final images were then
compiled and labeled in Adobe Illustrator. The atlas
(Fig. 2) is meant to show major TH-ir cell groups and
fiber tracts in P. notatus. Fine-caliber projections and
innervation seen only at higher magnification are
addressed in other parts of the study. The cell groups
and fiber tracts shown here were consistent across
morphs.

ing a clear nucleus were captured in the z-plane as
above but using 1 lm steps with a 203 objective. The
perimeter of these somata was carefully traced and
measured in MetaMorph to determine the major axis of
the soma diameter and area to allow comparisons of
cell morphology and size distribution of backfilled TH-ir
cells in relation to other TH-ir neurons within this brain
region.

RESULTS
General distribution of TH-ir cells and fibers
in the midshipman CNS
An overview of the distribution of major TH-ir cells
groups and fiber tracts at fifteen levels of the midshipman brain in the transverse plane (Fig. 1) is summarized in Figure 2. Note that these cells and fiber tracts
are readily identifiable and traced at low magnification
using either chromogen or fluorescence immunostaining
and therefore are not meant to depict the presence of
low-intensity TH-ir or very fine caliber terminals and
fibers. Higher magnification imaging analyses evident in
subsequent figures were necessary to reveal terminals
and varicosities in some areas not highlighted in Figure
2 including the vocal and acoustic circuitry that is the
focus of this study.

Fluorescence microscopy
Images were acquired on an Olympus BX61 epifluorescent microscope containing DAPI, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)/CY2, m-Cherry-Texas Red, and Cy 5.5
filter sets (Chroma, Bellows Falls, VT) with a Hamamatsu C8484-03G02 digital CCD camera, using MetaMorph imaging software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale,
CA). Multifluorescent images were captured sequentially. To image TH-ir terminals in proximity to backfilled
cells, a 603 or 403 oil immersion objective was used
to capture image stacks at 0.2 lm or 0.3 lm steps,
respectively, to encompass the cell in the z-plane. All
fluorescent images were overlaid in MetaMorph; singlechannel z-stacks were projected into a single image
before being overlaid. Images were exported to Adobe
Photoshop CS5, in which they were compiled, labeled,
and contrast-enhanced.

Distribution and cell measurements of
neurobiotin-filled TH-ir TPp neurons
A series of low-magnification images through sections
of the central diencephalon of animals with saccular
end organ fills were traced as above (see TH-ir atlas;
Fig. 2) using DAPI stain to define nuclear boundaries,
and the positions of all TH-ir and TH-ir backfilled neurons in this area were plotted. All backfilled TPp TH-ir
neurons and adjacent non-backfilled TH-ir cells contain-
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Forebrain
A large population of TH-ir cells is found in the olfactory
bulb (OB), and local projections of these neurons cover
most of the OB (Figs. 2A, 3A–C). TH-ir neurons run in a
rostrocaudal continuum within the area ventralis (V) of
the telencephalon and are found within and just lateral
to the ventral (Vv), dorsal (Vd), supracommissural (Vs),
and postcommissural (Vp) subdivisions of V (Fig. 2B–D),
readily seen in the sagittal (Fig. 3A,B) and horizontal
(Fig. 3C) planes. Fibers from these TH-ir groups project
ventromedially into the Vs and central (Vc) division of V
(Figs. 2B,C, 3A,C). A conspicuous tract from V TH-ir
groups projects caudally around central (Dc) and laterally into the lateral (Dl) and less so into posterior (Dp)
zones of the area dorsalis of the telencephalon (D) (Fig.
3C). The medial zone of D (Dm) is largely devoid of THir fibers (Figs. 2B–D, 3A,B).
The anterior parvocellular preoptic nucleus (PPa) contains numerous small TH-ir cells positioned ventrolaterally (Figs. 2B,C, 3B), whereas TH-ir cells are more
scattered in the posterior parvocellular nucleus (PPp) of
the preoptic area (POA) (Figs. 2D, 3D). PPa neurons
contribute to the prominent fiber bundle that demarcates the preoptico-hypophyseal tract (PHT; Fig. 2D),
and fibers are evident in the pituitary (Fig. 2B,C). Terminals are also found in the PPp and gigantocellular
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Figure 2. A representative series of line drawings illustrating the rostrocaudal distribution of major tyrosine hydroxylase–immunoreactive (TH-ir)
cell populations (large dots), fibers (lines), and terminals (small dots) in the midshipman brain. Scale bar 5 500 mm. For abbreviations, see list.

division of the magnocellular preoptic nucleus (PMg;
Fig. 3F). The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), which lies
above the horizontal commissure and just ventral to the

PPp, contains small numbers of clustered TH-ir cells
(Figs. 2D, 3D). The ventral thalamus contains a large
population of small, round TH-ir cells that extends from
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the level of the caudal telencephalon to just rostral to
the central posterior nucleus of the thalamus (CP; Figs.
2D,E, 3A,B, 4A,B). These cells are found in a continuum

that begins in a lateral position more rostrally and
merges medially adjacent to the third ventricle (Figs.
3D,E, 4A,B).

Figure 3.
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TH-ir cells can be seen within the ventromedial thalamus (VM), characterized by a multilaminar cell plate
most easily visible as longitudinal, parallel rows of tightly
packed cells in the horizontal plane (Fig. 3E), which
merges caudally into a distinct concentration of small
cells along the ependyma (Fig. 4A,B), as well as within
the ventrolateral thalamus (VL), which is a group of
more scattered cells on the lateral border of the VM
(Figs. 3E, 4A) (Braford and Northcutt, 1983). This TH-ir
group characteristically has prominent, long lateral processes (Figs. 2E, 3D, 4A,B) that extend to the lateral
edge of the brain where very large terminals or varicosities are often found just dorsal to the lateral division of
the nucleus preglomerulosus (PGl) (Fig. 4A,B). No pretectal TH-ir cell population was found in this study (PPv;
Fig. 4C); however, the VM TH-ir population also sends
bundles of axons into the tectum (Te; Fig. 4B). Both ventral (vT) and anterior (AT) tuberal nuclei contained a few
scattered, small-diameter TH-ir cells (Fig. 2D–F, below).
The AT was heavily innervated by TH-ir fibers, especially
rostrally and laterally (Figs. 2F, 4B–E). The ventral (Hv)
and dorsal (Hd) periventricular hypothalamus showed
prominent fiber innervation at their rostral extent (Fig.
2G). The caudal periventricular hypothalamus (Hc; Fig.
2H) contained tightly packed small TH-ir cells just ventral to the posterior tuberal nucleus (PTN).
The periventricular posterior tuberculum includes the
periventricular posterior tubercular nucleus (TPp), the
paraventricular organ (PVO), and the posterior tuberal
nucleus (Braford and Northcutt, 1983; Striedter, 1990).
The TPp consists of the region posterior to the ventral
thalamus and ventral to the CP, dorsal to the hypothalamus, but extends laterally and is not restricted to a true
periventricular location (Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998).
Although a few small, inconspicuous TH-ir cells are
found in the rostral, dorsal TPp, ventral to the caudal
extent of the VM population (Fig. 4B,B1), the majority of
TH-ir cells in the TPp are generally large (22 lm) in

diameter (Figs. 4C–I, 5A) and are found in the ventral
TPp along the midline, contiguous with similar type cells
just lateral to the PVO that wrap ventromedially around
the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) (Figs. 2F,G, 4C–I). In
transverse sections these large, pear-shaped cells
(named type 2 in zebrafish by Rink and Wullimann,
2001), have prominent dorsal and lateral projections
(Fig. 4C–H). However, horizontal sections through this
TH-ir population show ascending projections (Fig. 4I),
whereas sagittal sections through this area reveal a
prominent dorsal and then descending fiber tract that
can be traced well into the hindbrain (Figs. 3A, 5A–C).
Taken together, these large TH-ir cells in the ventral
TPp and lateral to the PVO make up approximately 400
neurons in the adult midshipman brain (Petersen et al.,
2013). These cells first appear in sparse numbers just
caudal to VM cells; their greatest density is found at the
level of the caudal AT and rostral Hd, after which they
become sparser and more lateral in position at the level
of the PTN (Fig. 4). Within the PVO proper, there are a
few much smaller cells (Figs. 2G, 4G), although they also
have dorsal projecting fibers and do not appear to have
CSF-contacting processes. The PTN lies caudal to the
TPp and PVO, ventral to the MFB, and consists of densely
packed parvocellular TH-ir cells (Fig. 5A) that form a lateral horseshoe shape dorsomedial to the Hc (Fig. 2H).

Midbrain
The periaqueductal gray (PAG) contains very sparse
numbers (about 1 or two) of large multipolar TH-ir cells
found at its ventral border (Fig. 6C). Prominent TH-ir
fibers are found innervating the ventral aspect of the
PAG and the adjacent paratoral tegmentum (PTT; Figs.
2H,I, 4H, 6A,B), and these appear to originate in part
from the conspicuous dorsal TH-ir projections of TPp
neurons (Fig. 6A). Robust TH-ir fibers are found in the
central part of the torus semicircularis (TS) and form a
demarcation from the deep cell layers of the torus (TSd)

Figure 3. TH-ir cell groups (green) in the telencephalon and rostral diencephalon; blue is DAPI nuclear stain. A: Composite parasagittal section
(rostral is to the right) through the forebrain showing a chain of TH-ir cell populations starting in the olfactory bulb (OB) and continuing through
dorsal (Vd), ventral (Vv), supracommissural (Vs), and postcommissural (Vp) nuclei of area ventralis of the telencephalon. In the diencephalon a
tight cluster of small TH-ir cells is seen in the ventral medial thalamus (VM) just beneath the rostral central posterior nucleus (CP). Prominent
ascending and dorsal-descending fiber tracts (arrows) emanate from the periventicular posterior tuberculum (TPp). A single arrowhead indicates a branch of the descending tract entering the auditory CP. B: A parasagittal section more lateral compared with A showing TH-ir somata
in the anterior parvocellular preoptic area (PPa) and Vp. C: A horizontal section through the ventral telencephalon showing TH-ir cells spanning
OB, Vd, and Vs. Local fibers cover much of the OB, and fibers from Vd, Vs, and Vp wrap caudally around the central nucleus of area dorsalis
(Dc) and fan out laterally toward the lateral division of area dorsalis (Dl). D: Cross section through the caudal preoptic area showing TH-ir cells
in the posterior parvocellular preoptic area (PPp) and the adjacent suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN). Also seen are TH-ir cells in the ventral
medial (VM) and lateral (VL) thalamus with lateral projections. E: Horizontal section through the ventral thalamus. Rostrally, small, round TH-ir
somata begin lateral to the midline in VL and VM and form a continuous chain caudally within the cell-dense plate characteristic of VM and
merge with the midline proximal to the third ventricle. The rostral part of this section shows the TH-ir cells at a level parallel to PMg as seen in
D. F: Neurobiotin-labeled neurons in the PPp (red, arrowheads) following a saccular nerve backfill. TH-ir terminals and varicosities are found in
the PMg and in close contact to backfilled PPp cells. Scale bar 5 500 lm in A–C; 200 lm in D (also applies to E) and 100 lm for F.
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Figure 4. Rostro–caudal distribution of TH-ir neurons (green) in the periventricular posterior tuberculum (TPp). Blue is DAPI nuclear stain.
A: Few, if any TH-ir cells are found in the rostral TPp, ventral to a prominent population of small TH-ir cells with lateral projections in the
ventral medial (VM) and lateral (VL) thalamic nuclei that follow a dense cell plate extending ventrolateral from the midline. B: Caudal
extent of TH-ir VM cells along the midline. A bundle of TH-ir fibers (arrowhead) that innervates the tectum (not shown) appears to originate
from VM/VL. A few small round TH-ir cells (*) are seen in the TPp at this level. B1: Higher magnification of distinct TH-ir cell groups in
VM (arrows) and TPp (arrowhead). C: Large, pear-shaped TH-ir cells appear in the ventral TPp just lateral to the paraventricular organ
(PVO) that lines the third ventricle. Note abundance of TH-ir fibers and terminals in the anterior tuberal nucleus (AT), the lateral division of
nucleus preglomerulosus (PGl), and the central posterior nucleus (CP), all part of the ascending auditory pathway. D: Pear-shaped cells
send TH-ir projections both laterally around the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) and dorsally, some reaching the compact (c) and diffuse (d)
division of CP. E–G: The majority of large TH-ir neurons are found just lateral to the midline and wrap around the MFB in a continuum ventrolaterally, dorsal to the caudal AT and the rostral level of the dorsal periventricular hypothalamus (Hd). Some cells (seen in F and G) are
in a true periventricular position (TPp) just dorsal to the PVO. Arrowheads indicate thick dorsal projections that turn to descend through
the brainstem (see Fig. 5). A few small TH-ir cells (seen in G) are found scattered in the PVO proper with dorsal projections. H: At the
level of the rostral posterior tuberal nucleus (PTN), a few large TH-ir cells are ventrolateral to the MFB and dorsal to the intermediate
hypothalamic nucleus (IN). Dorsal TH-ir projections innervate the periaqueductal gray (PAG) (also see Fig. 6). I: A horizontal section (rostral
to the right) shows prominent ascending fibers (arrowheads) from large TH-ir cells in the TPp. The ascending tract appears to branch laterally to innervate the PGl as well as continue rostrally, as seen at the level of the preoptic area (PPp, PM, and PPa). Scale bar 5 250 lm
in A (applies to A–I); 50 lm in B1.
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(Figs. 2F–J, 6C,D). TH-ir terminals are also found in distinct bands in superficial and deep layers of the tectum
(Te), but are more pronounced in the lateral than the
medial Te (Figs. 2F–J, 6C). Prominent TH-ir fiber bundles

descending through the dorsal tegmentum (Teg; Fig. 6C)
appear to originate from the TPp (Fig. 5A).
The locus coeruleus (LC) is a cluster of approximately
80 large multipolar TH-ir neurons in the isthmal region of

Figure 5.
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the brain just lateral to the fourth ventricle, medial to the
lateral lemniscus (ll) and dorsolateral to the medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) (Fig. 2J,K). Rostrally, at the intersection of the caudal lateral Te and the rostral
cerebellum, small clusters of TH-ir neurons are located
on the dorsolateral aspect of the MLF, whereas others
are more dorsal, just lateral to the fourth ventricle (Fig.
7A). Most LC neurons have ventral and lateral oriented
dendrites (Fig. 7). In the horizontal plane the LC is seen
as a rostrocaudal bilateral column of two to three cells,
and more caudally cells become sparse (one to two) and
are also found more laterally (Figs. 5A, 7B–D). A few THir somata of similar size and shape to other LC neurons
are located caudally, in line with the majority of the LC,
at the rostral border of the trigeminal motor nucleus
(Vm). These are likely a migrated part of the LC. Additionally, very few (one to two) large TH-ir cells, also similar in morphology to LC neurons, are found in the
hindbrain just lateral to the midline at the level of the lateral efferent bundle tract of the octavolateralis efferent
nucleus (EB; Fig. 7C). Robust TH-ir fibers from LC neurons cross through the MLF and form a dense plexus
along the midline at the level of the superior raphe
nucleus (SR; Figs. 2J, 5C; Timothy and Forlano, unpublished observations). The interpeduncular nucleus (NIn),
which is rostral to and contiguous with the SR, is highly
innervated as well (Figs. 5C, 6D). Isthmal nuclei (as
defined by Goodson and Bass, 2002) are heavily innervated, likely from the LC (Figs. 2I,J, 6D,E; see below),
and prominent TH-ir fibers also course dorsolaterally and
terminate in the eminentia granularis (EG; Figs. 2K, 7A).
TH-ir fibers and terminals are present but sparse in the
granule layer of the cerebellum (Cg; Fig 2K).

tibular) processing nuclei (see below), notably the dorsal subdivisions of the descending octaval nucleus (DO)
as well as the cerebellar crest (cc; Fig. 2L). Other prominent TH-ir terminal fields in the hindbrain include the
rostral and caudal divisions of the octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE; Figs. 2L, 5A–D; see below) and the
vagal motor nucleus (Xm; Fig. 2M).
A loose continuum of TH-ir cells are found associated
with the vagal area including the vagal lobe (XL)
throughout its extent (Figs. 2M,N, 8A,B,E–G). TH-ir cells
associated with the rostral XL are found at its lateral
border and rostral to the level of the caudal efferent
nucleus (Fig. 2M; see below) and may be comparable
to the interfascicular population defined by Ma (1997).
More caudally, dorsolateral to the Xm, elongate cells
are found in clumps on either side of the ventricle with
processes extending ventrolaterally as well as dorsally
(Figs. 2M, 8G). Smaller round cells are found in the
periventricular region of the XL with lateral processes
(Fig. 2N), whereas larger mono- and bipolar elongate
TH-ir cells with a teardrop-shaped soma form a dorsoventral chain of cells lateral to the dorsal zone of the
vocal motor nucleus (VMN) (Figs. 8A,B–B2,E,F, 9A–C).
A second caudal brainstem TH-ir cell population is in
the densely packed area postrema (AP), which lies
along the midline at the dorsal aspect of the hindbrain–
spinal transitional zone just dorsal to the VMN (Figs.
2O, 8A,B,B3–D, 9A). Higher magnification of TH-ir AP
neurons reveals cells with bi- and multipolar morphology, some of which have fine, cilia-like processes that
face the midline (Fig. 8B3–D).

Hindbrain

Catecholaminergic innervation of the
descending vocal motor system
Vocal pattern generator (VPG)

The dorsal hindbrain contains dense TH-ir fibers and
terminals within octavolateral (auditory, lateral line, ves-

As previously demonstrated, application of neurobiotin on
the cut end of a single occipital nerve root backfills vocal

Figure 5. Descending TH-ir projections (green) from the periventricular posterior tuberculum (TPp). Blue is DAPI nuclear stain. Rostral (r) is
to the right in all images. A: Composite parasagittal section showing large TPp TH-ir neurons that sit rostral to smaller TH-ir cells in the
posterior tuberal nucleus (PTN) and send a thick tract of dorsal projections (arrowheads) that turns to descend and passes ventral to the
locus coeruleus (LC) further into the hindbrain. Prominent terminations are seen within the rostral (r) and caudal (c) dendritic field (d) of
the octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE). B: Composite parasagittal section lateral to A showing descending TH-ir fiber tracts that innervate the ventral secondary octaval (SOv) and the dorsal medial descending octaval nuclei (DOdm). Arrows in A and B indicate cross sections through TH-ir axons within the efferent bundle (EB). C: Composite horizontal section showing TH-ir tracts from the caudal
diencephalon to the level of the OE in the hindbrain. Asterisks (*) indicate cross sections through thick dorsal TH-ir projections from the
TPp on either side of the third ventricle (III). The medial longitudinal catecholaminergic tract (mlct) is evident in this plane of section where
a large subset of fibers turns sharply medial into the rostral and caudal OEd. TH-ir fibers also heavily innervate the nucleus interpeduncularis (NIn) and superior raphe (SR). D: Horizontal section dorsal to C showing robust TH-ir innervation of the medially located somata of the
OE. Arrow indicates a bundle of TH-ir axons within the lateral portion of the EB that will eventually merge with cranial nerve VIII. E: A bundle of several robust TH-ir axons appears to branch off the mlct and continues laterally, as seen in D (horizontal plane). F: A more dorsal
horizontal section to E shows TH-ir axons (of the same caliber as in E) converging medially within the descending EB tract. The EB serves
as the conduit for the OE efferent fibers to reach nerve VIII. Compare with transverse sections through the medulla in Figures 11 and 12.
Scale bar in A 5 250 lm for A–D and 50 lm for E,F.
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Figure 6. TH-ir (green) in transverse section through the vocal midbrain and isthmus; blue is DAPI nuclear stain. A,B: Thick TH-ir dorsal projections
from the posterior periventricular tuberculum (TPp) are seen entering the ventral aspect of the periaqueductal gray (PAG) and the paratoral tegmentum (PTT). Asterisk in A denotes same location at higher magnification in B. C: Low-magnification section through the midbrain. Midline is to the
left. A lone multipolar TH-ir cell (*) is found at the ventral aspect of the PAG. Inset in C is higher magnification of this cell. TH-ir cells in the PAG are
very few in number. Robust TH-ir fibers are found in the central part of the auditory torus semicircularis (TS) and form a demarcation from the deep
cell layers of the torus (TSd). TH-ir terminals are also found in distinct bands in superficial and deep layers of the tectum (Te). Prominent fibers
descending through the tegmentum (Teg) likely originate from TPp. D,E: Abundant TH-ir terminals and varicosities are found within the isthmal (Is)
and isthmal paraventricular (IP) nuclei as well as the paralemniscal midbrain tegmentum (PL). TH-ir fibers extend into but are less abundant in the
nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (nll). E is a higher magnification of D. Scale bar in A 5 500 lm for A,C,D, 200 lm for B,E, and 50 lm in inset to C.
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Figure 7. Cytoarchitecture of the locus coeruleus (LC). TH-ir is green, and blue is DAPI nuclear stain. A: Transverse section through the
rostral LC shows small clusters of large multipolar TH-ir neurons (arrowheads) located on the dorsolateral aspect of the medial longitudinal
fasciculus (MLF) whereas others are more dorsal, just lateral to the fourth ventricle (IV). Robust TH-ir fibers and terminals are found in the
lateral eminentia granularis (EG) and paraventricular area. B: Parasagittal section through the LC; rostral is to the right. Note prevalence of
ventral-oriented dendrites and highly intense TH-ir varicosities and terminals (arrows) on more lightly labeled LC somata and dendrites. C:
Horizontal section through the LC and caudal hindbrain. The LC in this plane is seen as a rostrocaudal (r/c) bilateral column of two to
three cells with lateral dendrites and projections. Some caudal LC cells are found more laterally, and a few somata of similar size and
shape are located at the rostral border of the trigeminal motor nucleus (Vm) (arrowheads). A lone TH-ir cell (double arrowhead) in the
hindbrain just lateral to the midline is seen at the level of the efferent bundle (EB; see Figs. (5 and 11)). TH-ir cells in this location are
very few in number. Arrow points to bundle of TH-ir axons in EB. D: Asterisk in C denotes same location at higher magnification. For other
abbreviations, see list. Scale bar in A 5 500 lm in A,C; 100 lm in B,D.

motor neurons, vocal pacemaker neurons (VPN), and
vocal pre-pacemaker neurons (VPP), which collectively
form the VPG in midshipman (Bass et al., 2008; Bass
et al., 1994; Chagnaud et al., 2011). Therefore, THimmunofluorescence combined with vocal nerve backfills
allowed for confirmation of TH-ir innervation throughout
the VPG. Backfilled cell populations at all three nodes of
the VPG were found ipsilateral and contralateral to the
side of neurobiotin application, although contralateral neurons in the VPG were less intensely labeled (Fig. 9A,C;
see Discussion). Fibers from TH-ir neurons that flank the
lateral aspect of the 4th ventricle and VMN (Figs. 8A,B,F,
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9A–C) form a robust bilateral innervation of the VMN and
terminate within the nucleus (Fig. 9C). Viewed in the horizontal plane through the ventral VMN, prominent TH-ir
fibers intersect and enter the lateral VMN in a perpendicular fashion along its length, whereas longitudinal fibers
are also seen in this plane (Fig. 9D). A prominent stream
of TH-ir fibers extends ventrally from the AP to the level
of the rostral VMN and Xm (Fig. 8A). Numerous TH-ir terminals and fiber varicosities are found encircling somata
as well as on interconnected dendrites of the VMN (Fig.
9E,G). The VPN neurons are smaller, fusiform cells, ventrolateral to the VMN, and are often adjacent to the
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Figure 8. TH-ir cells in the caudal hindbrain. A: Sagittal section through the hindbrain–spinal cord containing the vocal motor nucleus (VMN;
red) labeled by bulk neurobiotin backfill of a single vocal nerve. Rostral is to the right. TH-ir neurons are found just dorsal to the ventricle
(arrowheads) as well as tightly clustered within the area postrema (AP). A prominent stream of TH-ir fibers extends ventrally from the AP to
the level of the rostral VMN and vagal motor nucleus (Xm). B: Transverse section through the AP showing a continuum of TH-ir cells surrounding the dorsolateral aspect of the VMN. B1,2: Higher magnification of individual cells in B demonstrating teardrop-shaped soma morphology. B3: Higher magnification of TH-ir AP neurons from B showing fine, cilia-like processes (arrows) that face the midline. C: Another
example of AP neuron with double processes with fine cilia-type endings. D: Sagittal section through the AP showing column of bi- and multipolar TH-ir AP neurons along the midline of the dorsal aspect of the hindbrain. E: Higher magnification of (*) in B showing small clusters of
teardrop-shaped TH-ir cells just dorsolateral to the VMN. These cells appear to have thick ventrolateral dendrites and smaller caliber ventromedial and ventrolateral projecting fibers. F: Horizontal section showing population of TH-ir neurons (arrowheads) just lateral to the rostral–
caudal extent of the dorsal VMN. G: Transverse section rostral to the VMN showing a loose cluster of TH-ir cells with long thick dendrites
in the XL. For other abbreviations, see list. Scale bar in A 5 500 lm; 200 lm for B,F; 100 lm for D,E,G; 50 lm for B1–3,C.

bundle of VMN axons that form the occipital nerve root.
These cells also appear to be contacted by TH-ir varicose
fibers (Fig. 9E,F). Finally, small, ovoid VPP neurons, rostral

to the VMN, are found among a dense population of TH-ir
fibers, with many putative terminals found on VPP somata
(Fig. 9H).
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Figure 9.
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Higher order vocal circuitry
Outside of the delineated VPG, other nuclei previously
identified physiologically and neuroanatomically as part of
the descending vocal motor pathway (see above) contain
notably robust TH-ir innervation. In the forebrain, these
areas include subdivisions of the preoptic area, PPa (Figs.
2B,C, 3B), PPp (Figs. 2D, 3D,F) and ventral hypothalamic
nuclei, vT (Fig. 2D,E), and AT (Fig. 2F, 4B–D, 10E,F). All
four of these nuclei include a small local population of
TH-ir neurons, aside from the PPa, which contains a large
number of TH-ir neurons. It is highly likely that most, if
not all, of these areas contain TH-ir fibers and terminals
from other TH-ir populations. The PAG, which receives
input from the nuclei described above and connects
directly to the VPG by innervation of VPP (Goodson and
Bass, 2002; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013; Kittelberger
et al., 2006), contains TH-ir terminals along its ventral border (Fig. 6B) where the dendritic field of vocal PAG neurons are located, as well as in the adjacent and
connected PTT (Goodson and Bass, 2002; Kittelberger
and Bass, 2013; Kittelberger et al., 2006). In the isthmus,
rostral to the LC, a massive terminal field is found in the
midbrain isthmal nucleus (Is; not nucleus isthmi) and the
adjacent isthmal paraventricular nucleus (IP; Fig. 6D,E). In
more caudal sections, the IP is just lateral to the LC and
is thus a likely afferent target of LC. Comparatively fewer
TH-ir varicose fibers extend into the nucleus of the lateral
lemniscus (nll), whereas thick fiber tracts course through
the paralemniscal nucleus (PL), likely originating in part
from the descending TPp bundle (Figs. 2I,J, 6D,E). All of
the isthmal/lemniscal nuclei noted above are interconnected with the PAG and vocal system and also receive
input from auditory circuitry; they are therefore considered
vocal–acoustic integration sites (Bass et al., 1994; Goodson and Bass, 2002; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013; Kittelberger et al., 2006).

Catecholaminergic innervation of central
auditory circuitry
Hindbrain auditory
Neurobiotin application on the saccular branch of nerve
VIII, or on the sensory macula of the saccule (main end
organ of hearing), revealed transneuronal labeling of
auditory hindbrain circuitry, as demonstrated previously
(Bass et al., 1994, 2000; Sisneros et al., 2002). THimmunofluorescence combined with saccular backfills
allowed for confirmation of TH-ir innervation on neurons
directly connected within the ascending auditory system. Examples of neurobiotin-filled neurons throughout
the auditory hindbrain are seen in Figures 11 and 12.
There is a conspicuous concentration of TH-ir fibers
and terminals throughout the longitudinal column of the
dorsal hindbrain that includes the dorsomedial (dm) and
dorsolateral (dl) divisions of the descending octaval
nucleus (DO) and the lateral line recipient nucleus
medialis (MED; Figs. 5A,B, 11A–C, 12A–C). TH-ir fibers
are also present but are less dense within the cerebellar crest (cc), and within the central tract of the posterior and anterior lateral line nerves (LL), adjacent to the
dl (Figs. 2L, 11A–C, 12A–C). TH-ir fibers innervate the
intermediate (i) and rostral intermediate (ri) divisions of
the DO and the magnocellular octaval nucleus (MG; Fig.
11A–C). At rostral levels, TH-ir fibers are highly concentrated within the ventral medial hindbrain, which
includes the ventral division of the secondary octaval
nucleus (SOv) and the ventral tegmental nucleus (VT),
just medial to the trigeminal motor nucleus (Vm; Fig.
11A–C). Analysis at higher magnification indeed shows
putative TH-ir terminals on backfilled somata and dendrites of dm (Fig. 11D), SOv (Fig. 11E), and VT (Fig.
11F) neurons and on somata of ri neurons (Fig. 11G).
More caudal in the ventrolateral hindbrain at the level
of the VMN lie clusters of small, round, backfilled cells

Figure 9. Extensive TH-ir innervation throughout the vocal pattern generator (VPG). The VPG consists of vocal prepacemaker neurons
(VPP), vocal pacemaker neurons (VPN), and the vocal motor nucleus (VMN), which innervates vocal musculature on the swim bladder. All
three components were delineated by bulk neurobiotin backfill (red) of a single vocal nerve. A: Transverse section through the VMN–VPN
showing relative dorsal and dorsolateral position of TH-ir neurons of the area postrema (AP) and vagal group, respectively. Also note
neurobiotin-labeled occipital nerve (oc), which will exit the base of the brain. B: Parasagittal section showing vagal group TH-ir neurons
running in a column parallel to the lateral zone of VMN. TH-ir fibers from this group are seen projecting ventrally and rostrally (to the
right). Neurobiotin-backfilled VMN neurons overlaying Nissl stain appear pink. C: Higher magnification of image in A showing proximity of
TH-ir neurons (*) just lateral to the dorsal zone of VMN and large TH-ir fiber bundles entering the lateral VMN (arrowhead) and terminating
within the nucleus. D: Horizontal section through the ventral VMN. Prominent TH-ir fibers (arrows) intersect and enter the lateral VMN in a
perpendicular fashion along its length. Also note longitudinal fibers (*) coursing centrally through the VMN. Arrowheads indicate cross sections through bundles of axons that exit the ventrolateral base of the VMN to form the oc. Color legend in B applies to D. E,F: Examples
of TH-ir terminals and varicosities within the neurobiotin-filled VPN (arrowheads). Arrows designate smooth TH-ir axon fibers that follow
the ventral aspect of the VMN. G: Higher magnification of the lower left half of B demonstrating an abundance of TH-ir terminals and varicosities on somata and dendrites in the VMN (arrowheads). H: Prominent TH-ir beaded fibers within and around the VPP in a sagittal
plane. Arrowheads indicate putative terminals on somata. Note the relative size difference of VPP neurons to VMN neurons in G. MLF,
medial longitudinal fasciculus. See Supplementary Figure 1 for magenta–green versions of G and H. Scale bar 5 200 lm in A; 100 lm in
B,D; 80 lm in C; 20 lm in E,F; 50 lm in G,H.
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Figure 10. TH-ir in higher order auditory nuclei; blue is DAPI nuclear stain. A,B: TH-ir fibers and terminals are abundant in the midbrain
torus semicircularis (TS). A: Horizontal section through the TS. Rostral is to the left, and medial is top of the image. B: Transverse section
through the auditory area centralis of the TS. Compact band of nuclei is the periventricular cell layer (Pe) of TS. C: TH-ir projections and
varicosities in the lateral (PGl) and medial (PGm) division of nucleus preglomerulosus. Image taken from same section shown in Figure 4C.
D: TH-ir terminals in the compact (CPc) and diffuse (CPd) divisions of the central posterior nucleus (auditory thalamus). D, inset: TH-ir terminals on neurobiotin-filled cells (red) in CPc following a bilateral backfill of the saccular branch of nerve VIII. E: A single TH-ir cell (arrowhead) together with dense TH-ir terminals in the hypothalamic anterior tuberal nucleus (AT). Image taken from same section shown in
Figure 4C. F: TH-ir terminals on neurobiotin-filled cells (red, arrowheads) in the AT following a bilateral backfill of the saccular branch of
nerve VIII. The AT is also part of the descending vocal motor circuitry and contains reciprocal connections with the CP. G: TH-ir terminals
are found intermixed with neurobiotin-filled afferents (red) from a saccular backfill in the eminentia granularis. Scale bar in A 5 200 lm;
100 lm for B–E; 50 lm for F,G.
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in the inferior olivary complex (IO; Bass et al., 2008;
Sisneros et al., 2002), which also contain putative TH-ir
terminals on their somata and interconnected dendrites
(Fig. 11H).

Octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE)
The OE, which sends projections to the inner ear and
lateral line organs (Bass et al., 1994; Highstein and
Baker, 1986; Weeg et al., 2005), is the most conspicuous area containing robust TH-ir terminals in the brain
(Figs. 5A–D, 12). This nucleus lies in the hindbrain,
medial to the facial motor nucleus (VIIm), just dorsal to
the medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF), below the
fourth ventricle (IV). The OE is composed of rostral
(OEr) and caudal (OEc) subdivisions (Bass et al., 2000)
separated by the internal arcuate fiber tract (iaf; Figs.
5A–D, 12A–D). Neurobiotin-backfilled neurons in this
nucleus have long, thick, bilateral dendrites that course
ventrolaterally to near the edge of the brain (Bass
et al., 1994). Remarkably, TH-ir fiber distribution in this
region specifically tracks the OE dendritic field and
forms terminals on dendrites as well as on the large
round somata (Fig. 12). Both caudal and rostral OE divisions are highly innervated by TH-ir (Figs. 5A–D, 12A–
D). Somata in both divisions are also lightly labeled by
neurobiotin following backfill of a single vocal nerve
(Fig. 12D; Bass et al., 1994). Analyses from horizontal
and sagittal sections revealed two routes by which THir fibers reach the OE, and both appear to originate
from the TPp. The large, pear-shaped TH-ir TPp neurons
send a thick tract of dorsal projections that turns to
descend further into the hindbrain, forming part of the
prominent medial longitudinal CA tract (mlct), which
turns sharply medially onto the OE dendritic field (Fig.
5A–C). The mlct courses through the SOv rostral to the
OE, and appears to also branch off dorsally to innervate
the dm (compare Figs. 5B and 11C). A bundle of several robust TH-ir axons appears to branch off the mlct

and continue laterally within the efferent bundle (EB),
which serves as the conduit for the ascending OE efferent fibers to reach nerve VIII (compare Fig. 5D,E with
Fig. 11A, in which TH-ir and neurobiotin-labeled OE
axons [ea] run together within the lateral EB just caudal
to where they join nerve VIII). At this juncture, TH-ir
axons of the same caliber that branch laterally also
converge medially within the descending EB (compare
Figs. 5F and 11B,C) and run longitudinally along the
midline, dorsal to the iaf, and clearly innervate the OEr
(Fig. 12A,D).

Higher auditory circuitry
Outside of the first- and second-order medullary populations of auditory neurons described above, major CA
innervation of higher auditory nuclei was found at all
levels except the dorsal telencephalon. Following saccular backfills Neurobiotin-labeled terminals were consistently found along the lateral edge of the eminentia
granularis (EG), intermixed with abundant TH-ir terminals (Figs. 2K, 7A, 10G). Notably, this area of the EG
also contains input from the vocal hindbrain (Bass et al.,
1994). The nucleus centralis in the midbrain TS is the
major recipient of the ascending auditory nuclei in the
medulla (Bass et al., 2000, 2005; McCormick, 1999) and
is more robustly innervated with TH-ir fibers and terminals compared with lateral and deeper cell layers that
process lateral line stimuli (Figs. 2G–J, 6C,D, 10A,B; Bass
et al., 2000; Weeg and Bass, 2000). The TS, in turn,
projects to several diencephalic nuclei including the AT
(see above), the central posterior nucleus of the thalamus (CP), and the lateral division of the nucleus preglomerulosus (PGl) (Bass et al., 2000; Goodson and Bass,
2002).
All three of these areas contain TH-ir varicose fibers
and terminals (Fig. 10C [PGl], D [CP], E,F [AT]). Dorsally
projecting TH-ir fibers from TPp neurons appear to
innervate the CP (arrowhead, Figs. 3A, 4C–E), whereas

Figure 11. TH-ir innervation of transneuronal-labeled hindbrain auditory nuclei following a bilateral application of neurobiotin on the saccular epithelium. A–C: Low-magnification rostral–caudal series of transverse sections showing location of neurobiotin-filled cells in the auditory system and prominent TH-ir terminal fields in the dorsal and ventral hindbrain. Note both TH-ir and neurobiotin-labeled (red)
octavolateralis efferent axons (ea) within the lateral efferent bundle just caudal to where they join nerve VIII. Arrowhead in A indicates THir axon bundle entering the lateral efferent tract just dorsal to the ventral secondary octaval nucleus (SOv). TH-ir axons are seen descending within the efferent tract (B) as it turns to run longitudinally along the midline (C) dorsal to the internal arcuate fiber tract (iaf) rostral
to the octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE; see Fig. 12D). Arrowhead in C shows TH-ir fibers projecting dorsally into the rostral intermediate (ri) and dorsal medial (dm) subdivisions of the descending octaval nucleus (compare with Fig. 5B). D,E: High magnification of areas
indicated by (*) in C showing TH-ir terminals and varicosities on somata and dendrites (arrowheads) of dm and SOv neurons in D and E,
respectively. F: High magnification of area indicated by (*) in B showing TH-ir varicosities on dendrites of a ventral tegmental (VT) neuron
that lies just medial to the trigeminal motor nucleus (Vm). G,H: TH-ir terminals and varicosities on filled cells in the ri and inferior olive
(IO), respectively. Images in G and H were selected from sections outside of A–C. The IO lies along the ventrolateral border of the caudal
hindbrain. For other abbreviations, see list. See Supplementary Figure 2 for magenta–green versions of D–G. Scale bar 5 200 lm in A
(applies to A–C); 16 lm in D–G; 20 lm in H.
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laterally projecting TH-ir fibers from the TPp and/or the
VM may innervate the PGl (Fig. 4B,C). In a few instances transneuronal neurobiotin-labeled cells from saccular backfills were seen in the AT and CP, and indeed
these cells appear to have TH-ir terminal contacts (Fig.
10D inset, F). Neurobiotin-filled neurons in the PPp were
consistently found in animals after saccular backfills,
and TH-ir terminals were abundant in the PPp dendritic
field just lateral to the densely packed cell layer adjacent to the ventricle (Fig. 3F). Although the PPp and AT
contain their own small populations of TH-ir somata
(Figs. 3D, 10E), backfilled cells in these areas were
never TH-ir. The parvocellular preoptic (PPa/p), vT, and
AT, as well as the Vs and Vp, all have reciprocal connections with the CP (Goodson and Bass, 2002). TH-ir
fibers in those areas may originate, in part, from local
TH-ir neurons. In addition, ascending projections from
the TPp may innervate various preoptic nuclei as well as
the subdivisions of areas ventralis (Fig. 4I). The only
efferent target of the CP largely devoid of TH-ir fibers is
the medial zone of the dorsal telencephalon (Dm), which
lies dorsal to the PPa and Vd at the level of the anterior
commissure (Figs. 2B, 3A,B; Goodson and Bass, 2002).

Catecholaminergic innervation of the inner
ear and its origin in the TPp
Because robust TH-ir fibers were seen entering nerve
VIII in single-labeled tissue (Fig. 13G) and intermingled
with neurobiotin fibers following saccular backfills (Fig.
13E,F), we investigated TH-ir in the saccule, the main
end organ of hearing in the inner ear. Several large,
thick TH-ir fibers are seen coursing through the saccular branch of nerve VIII that bypass ganglion cells proximal to the sensory macula and finally terminate in the
sensory epithelium (Fig. 13A,D). TH-ir terminals appear
to contact the base of individual hair cells, whereas
fewer puncta are seen contacting the mid- to apical
end of hair cell somata, clearly delineated by the HCS-1
antibody, which labels otoferlin (Fig. 13B–D). Many
robust TH-ir terminals are found within the support cell
layer (Fig. 13A–C).

By combining neurobiotin backfills of the saccular
branch of nerve VIII with TH-ir in the brain, the origin of
CA saccular efferents was discovered to be a small
population of the numerous large, pear-shaped TH-ir
neurons in the TPp (Figs. 14–16). Backfilled cells on
both sides of the midline were filled regardless of which
saccule was labeled with neurobiotin (Figs. 14D,E,
15C,F,G, 16H). All neurobiotin-backfilled TPp cells were
also TH-ir. Backfilled cells were found throughout the
TPp but were more prevalent in the mid-caudal TPp
along the ventricular midline or within the continuum of
cells that forms between the medial forebrain bundle
and just lateral to the PVO (Fig. 14C,D). When found
more rostrally, backfilled cells were either along the
midline or ventrolateral in the sparse population of similar type (large, pear-shaped) cells just dorsal to the AT
(Figs. 14G, 15C, 16C,D). The most rostral backfilled
cells were found lateral to the anterior PVO, just dorsal
to the AT. Backfilled cells were never found in the most
caudal group of large cells lateral to the PTN, or in the
few much smaller cells in the PTN or rostral and dorsal
TPp.
Figures 15 and 16 show the distribution of TH-ir neurons in the TPp in comparison with TH-ir neurons that
were also backfilled following neurobiotin application on
the saccular branch of nerve VIII in two individual type I
males. An average of eight backfilled cells was found
across animals in alternate sections (4/5 animals had
7–11 cells, whereas one animal had only 1 backfilled
cell). Differences in numbers of backfilled TPp neurons
may be due to variation in damage of axons within the
saccular branch of nerve VIII during neurobiotin application. Interestingly, neurobiotin placement on the caudal
end of the saccular epithelium (vs. damage to nerve
VIII) in an additional two animals resulted in excellent
labeling of hindbrain ascending auditory circuitry but
very few if any completely filled TPp cells. Instead, only
small beads of neurobiotin could be seen in the TH-ir
soma (not shown). Figure 17 shows a size distribution
(area vs. major axis diameter) of backfilled neurons
compared with measured non-backfilled TH-ir neurons

Figure 12. Massive TH-ir innervation on somata and dendrites of the octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE). A–C: Low-magnification series
of transverse sections that show backfilled neurons of the rostral (OEr) and caudal (OEc) subdivisions of the OE after bilateral application
of neurobiotin on the saccular epithelium. OE neurons lie on the midline between the medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) and the fourth
ventricle (IV). OE dendrites (d) extend ventrolaterally toward the edge of the brain, and prominent TH-ir fiber tracts run along the length of
the OE dendrites. The medial efferent axon tract can be seen in A as a caudal continuation from Figure 11C that connects to the OE
somata (also see D). Arrowheads in C indicate single TH-ir cells associated with the rostral vagal lobe (XL). D: In the sagittal plane a bundle of intensely labeled TH-ir axons can be seen entering the OE via the efferent tract (arrowhead). E–H: High-magnification images of
robust TH-ir terminals and varicosities on and around OE somata and dendrites. TH-ir in this area appears highly localized to OE and its
dendritic field. For other abbreviations, see list. See Supplementary Figure 3 for magenta–green versions of E–H. Scale bar 5 200 lm in
A (applies to A–C); 80 lm in D; 25 lm in E; 16 lm in F–H.
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Figure 13. TH-ir innervation of the saccule, the main end organ of hearing. A: Section through the saccular epithelium including the
attached branch of the eighth nerve (VIII). The hair cell layer (HC) is delineated using the hair cell–specific antibody (HCS-1, green), which
labels HC somata and can be distinguished from the basal support cells (SC) labeled by DAPI (blue) alone. Thick and smooth TH-ir fibers
(red) course through nerve VIII prior to terminating largely at the base of the HC layer. Inset is lower magnification of same section. B:
Horizontal section showing larger varicose TH-ir fibers in the SC and finer terminals in the HC layer of the SE. C,D: High-magnification
images showing thick TH-ir varicose fibers along the SC layer, fine-caliber terminals (arrowheads) at the base of the HC, and, less frequently, terminals on the central portion of individual hair cells proximal to the nucleus (arrows). E,F: Transverse section through the lateral hindbrain where nerve VIII converges with the CNS. Arrowheads indicate intermingled TH-ir fibers with neurobiotin-labeled fibers from
a saccular backfill. G: Horizontal section through the hindbrain; medial is top; lateral is bottom of image. Arrowheads show small bundles
of TH-ir axons exiting the brain via nerve VIII. See Supplementary Figure 4 for magenta–green version of D. Scale bar 5 100 lm in A,B;
200 lm in inset to A; 33 lm in C; 50 lm in D; 200 lm in E (applies to E–G).

in the same section. Backfilled cells were tightly
grouped in size, with an average major axis diameter
(mean 6 standard error [SE]) of 21.20 6 0.17 lm and
an area of 273.55 6 7.11lm2. With the techniques
employed in this study, we estimate that 5–10% of the
large TPp TH-ir neurons project to the saccule. Further-

more, thick TH-ir fibers are found in the anterior (Fig.
12C) and posterior lateral line nerves (not shown).
Thus, similar to hindbrain cholinergic octavolateral efferent neurons (Highstein and Baker, 1986), these cells
likely innervate most, if not all, inner ear and lateral line
end organs.
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Figure 14. Neurobiotin backfills of the saccule combined with TH immunofluorescence identify source of TH-ir efferents to the saccular
epithelium as a small population of large, pear-shaped cells in the periventricular posterior tuberculum (TPp). A: TH-ir cells in the TPp just
medial to the medial forebrain bundle and lateral and dorsal to the paraventricular organ. B: Three neurobiotin-labeled neurons (two adjacent cells on top) after a saccular backfill. C: Overlay of images in A and B. Arrowheads indicate same neuron in both channels. All
neurobiotin-backfilled cells in this region were also TH-ir. D–H: Additional examples of backfilled TH-ir neurons (arrowheads, yellow overlay)
throughout the TPp. Examples of bilateral filled cells in D and E are from unilateral saccular fills. See regional distribution in Figures 15
and 16. Scale bar 5 50 lm in C (applies to A–H).

DISCUSSION
The overall distribution of TH-ir in the midshipman
CNS is largely consistent with an earlier preliminary
report of general TH-ir distribution in midshipman brain
using a different antibody and nonfluorescent detection
(Bass et al., 2001b), and a recent report using the same
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antibody as the present study with nonfluorescent detection to describe TH-ir distribution patterns (Goebrecht
et al., 2014). Thus, although the present study is not the
first to report TH-ir in association with several known
vocal and auditory centers in the midshipman CNS, we
utilized double-labeling experiments that combined TH
immunofluorescence with transneuronal backfill labeling
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Figure 15. A–I: Digital tracings of rostral–caudal series of sections depicting distribution of backfilled neurons also labeled by TH-ir (red
triangles) in the posterior tuberculum of an individual after neurobiotin application on the saccular branch of the eighth nerve. Green
circles indicate TH-ir neurons not backfilled. Backfilled cells were always TH-ir and were a small percentage of total population of TH-ir
neurons in this brain region. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bar 5 500 lm in A (applies to A–I).

of auditory circuitry and the vocal pattern generator to
demonstrate putative TH-ir terminals on individual cells
comprising both the peripheral and central auditory systems as well as the octavolateralis efferent nucleus and

vocal motor system. This methodology has allowed us to
document TH-ir innervation of the auditory sensory epithelium and its origin in the brain in a nonmammalian
vertebrate. In addition, by examining TH-ir in the brain at
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Figure 16. A–I: Digital tracings of rostral–caudal series of sections depicting distribution of backfilled neurons also labeled by TH-ir (red
triangles) in the posterior tuberculum of an individual after neurobiotin application on the saccular branch of the eighth nerve. Green
circles indicate TH-ir neurons not backfilled. Backfilled cells were always TH-ir and were a small percentage of total population of TH-ir
neurons in this brain region. For abbreviations, see list. Scale bar 5 500 lm in A (applies to A–I).

multiple planes of section, we provide a greater understanding of projection patterns originating from specific
TH-ir nuclei such as the TPp. Thus, the present study
extends previous work in this model system and pro-
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vides very strong neuroanatomical evidence for CAs as
important neuromodulators of auditory and vocal motor
circuitry and related vocal–acoustic social behavior in
midshipman fish. Findings or interpretations of TH-ir that
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reported previously and could have been easily overlooked in other midshipman studies (Bass et al., 2001b;
Goebrecht et al., 2014). TH-ir cells in this region have
been reported in Astatotilapia (O’Connell et al., 2011)
as well as in a similar position in zebrafish and European eel, in a region lateral to the nMLF (Kaslin and
Panula, 2001; Roberts et al., 1989).

TH-ir neurons of the periventricular posterior
tuberculum

Figure 17. Size and shape distribution of TH-ir neurons in the
periventricular posterior tuberculum that were backfilled after
neurobiotin application on the saccular branch of the eighth nerve
(red triangles). These cells had an average soma diameter of 21
lm and all were classified as pear-shaped. Measurements of
other non-backfilled TH-ir neurons within the same sections were
taken for comparison.

are different from what is reported by Goebrecht et al.
(2014) will be addressed in specific subsections below.
Several reviews have reported the distribution of THir cell populations in fishes in comparison with other
vertebrates including proposed homologies (Carrera
et al., 2012; Goodson and Kingsbury, 2013; O’Connell
and Hofmann, 2011; Schweitzer et al., 2012; Smeets
and Gonzalez, 2000; Yamamoto and Vernier, 2011),
which will therefore not be a focus here. In general, the
distribution of TH-ir neurons in midshipman is largely
consistent with that reported in other teleosts: populations are found in the olfactory bulb, ventral telencephalon, preoptic area, suprachiasmatic nucleus, ventral
thalamus, anterior and periventricular hypothalamus,
posterior tuberculum, locus coeruleus, vagal area, and
area postrema. A recent description of TH-ir distribution
in midshipman (Goebrecht et al., 2014) did not include
labeled neurons in the olfactory bulb, postcommissural
nucleus of area ventralis, and anterior tuberal nucleus
as found in the current study. Unlike some other species, midshipman appear to have relatively few TH-ir
cells in the PPp, parvocellular PVO (see below), and
unlike most other teleosts but similar to the eel Anguilla
(Roberts et al., 1989), a pretectal group is entirely
absent (Goebrecht et al., 2014). We report consistent,
but very few TH-ir cells in the PAG that were not

The most conspicuous group of TH-ir neurons in midshipman are undoubtedly the numerous, large, pearshaped cells of the TPp. In midshipman there are several hundred neurons of this type (Petersen et al.,
2013), which far outnumber the few documented in
zebrafish adults (Ma, 2003; Rink and Wullimann, 2001).
These distinctive TH-ir neurons correspond to those
reported as paraventricular organ–accompanying
(PVOa), magnocellular hypothalamic nucleus, or nucleus
of the TPp (nTPp) cells located lateral to the anterior
PVO described in other teleosts (Ma, 2003; Meek,
1994; Meek and Joosten, 1993; Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998; Rink and Wullimann, 2001, 2002b). Using
the terminology of TH-ir diencephalic neurons by Rink
and Wulliman (2001, 2002b), only a small group of
“type 1” round, parvocellular TH-ir cells are seen in the
rostral dorsal TPp in midshipman, which blends into the
much larger and distinct ventral thalamic group that in
zebrafish is identified as VL (Ma, 2003). The area identified as the TPp by Goebrecht et al. (2014) appears as
the caudal VM from our analysis because TH-ir cells in
that location are contiguous with VM (and VL) TH-ir
cells more rostrally (Figs. 3D,E, 4A,B). The vast majority
of TPp TH-ir cells correspond to “type 2” PVOa neurons
or large TPp cells described in zebrafish (Kaslin and
Panula, 2001; Ma, 2003; Rink and Wullimann, 2001,
2002b; Tay et al., 2011) and those simply labeled
“PVO” by Goebrecht et al. (2014) in midshipman. However, few if any cells exhibit the “type 3” parvocellular
“liquor-contacting” phenotype seen in the PVO of zebrafish (Rink and Wullimann, 2002b; Yamamoto et al.,
2010; Yamamoto and Vernier, 2011).
Importantly, TH-ir type 3 cells are detected by TH1
and commercially available TH antibodies, and therefore
their absence in midshipman is unlikely due to these
cells expressing only TH2 enzyme (Filippi et al., 2010;
Yamamoto et al., 2010; Yamamoto and Vernier, 2011). If
indeed type 3 cells are characteristic in defining the
PVO, then the majority of TH-ir cells in the posterior
tuberculum of midshipman would not be considered true
PVO neurons. Instead, we propose that these large,
pear-shaped cells are a continuum of the group that lies
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Figure 18. Schematic sagittal view of the brain showing vocal motor (green) and central auditory (blue) systems in batrachoidid fish (midshipman and toadfish) (modified from Bass and McKibben, 2003; Kittelberger et al., 2006) with connectivity from large TH-ir neurons
within the periventricular posterior tuberculum (red; TPp; this study). Solid dots represent somata, and lines represent axonal projection
pathways. Two connected dots indicate reciprocal connections. Descending vocal motor pathways (Bass and Baker, 1990; Bass et al.,
1994, 2000, 2001a; Fine and Perini, 1994; Goodson and Bass, 2002; Kittelberger et al., 2006; Remage-Healey and Bass, 2004). Preoptic
(POA, not shown) and ventral (vT) and anterior (AT) tuberal nuclei in the hypothalamic forebrain project to the periaqueductal gray (PAG)
in the midbrain, which then connects to the vocal pattern generator (VPG) in the hindbrain–spinal cord. The VPG consists of vocal prepacemaker (VPP), pacemaker (VPN), and motor (VMN) nuclei. The VMN projects directly via occipital nerve roots to sound-producing muscle
on the swim bladder. Central auditory system (Bass et al., 1994, 2000, 2001a). Social vocalizations are detected by the inner ear, which
projects via the VIIIth nerve to descending (DO) and secondary (SO) octaval nuclei in the hindbrain and further to the auditory midbrain
torus semicircularis (TS). Shown are nuclei interconnected with the TS. The dorsal thalamic central posterior nucleus (CP) contains reciprocal connections with the ventral telencephalon (V; includes the supracommissural division) and anterior hypothalamus (AT/vT) (for nomenclature, see Braford and Northcutt, 1983). The TS and CP also connect to vocal motor nuclei in the forebrain (AT, vT, POA; not shown)
and midbrain (PAG and isthmal/tegmentum; not shown), whereas auditory-recipient octaval nuclei in the hindbrain connect to the VPG via
the VPP (also see Bass et al., 1994; Goodson and Bass, 2002). The octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE) projects to the inner ear, which
includes the saccule, the main end organ of hearing (Bass et al., 1994, 2000; Weeg et al., 2005). The OE contains reciprocal connections
with the VPP (Chagnaud et al., 2011) and receives projections from the PAG (Kittelberger and Bass, 2013; not shown). Large, pear-shaped
TH-ir neurons from the TPp send a massive dorsal turned descending tract into the hindbrain that appears to innervate the DO, SO, and
OE and likely the VMN. A branch of this tract exits the brain via the octavolateralis efferent tract in nerve VIII to the inner ear. Other targets of TPp TH-ir neurons include the CP and PAG. The PAG and TPp are reciprocally connected (Kittelberger and Bass, 2013), but
whether the PAG projects onto TH-ir cells in the TPp is not confirmed. The TPp also has a robust ventral ascending TH-ir projection
although the exact innervation target in the ventral telencephalon (V) is undetermined. See above references for additional known
connectivity.

on the ventricular midline in the ventral TPp and therefore should be considered a single group not necessarily
adhering to cytoarchitectural boundaries (Ma, 2003;
Meek and Nieuwenhuys, 1998; Striedter, 1990).
A substantial amount of evidence across several species of teleosts indicates that these large TH-ir cells are
DAergic as they are DA-ir but not immunoreactive for
dopamine b-hydroxylase (DBH; the enzyme necessary
for NA synthesis) (Batten et al., 1993; Ekstr€om et al.,
1986, 1990; Filippi et al., 2010; Hornby and Piekut,
1988, 1990; Hornby et al., 1987; Ma, 2003; Meek and
Joosten, 1993; Sas et al., 1990; Yamamoto et al.,
2010; Yamamoto and Vernier, 2011). Furthermore, the
equivalent diencephalic cells identified in zebrafish larvae were demonstrated to be Otp-dependent DAergic
neurons and to contribute the major descending DAergic projections as do otp expressing mammalian A11
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cells (Kastenhuber et al., 2010; Ryu et al., 2007;
Schweitzer et al., 2012; Tay et al., 2011). At least in
larval zebrafish, the medial longitudinal CA tract (mlct)
is primarily derived from these descending DA projections (Schweitzer et al., 2012). These highly conserved
DAergic diencephalic neurons are the first to appear
during development (along with LC neurons) in all
anamniotes including elasmobranchs and agnathans
and are thought to be among the most ancient CA
groups (see Carrera et al., 2012; Schweitzer et al.,
2012; Smeets and Gonzalez, 2000 and references
within). Expression of an equivalent group of DAergic
neurons in Amphioxus further supports its ancient origin
(Moret et al., 2004).
As stated above, TPp neurons in adult and larval
zebrafish were also discovered to send ascending projections to the proposed striatal homolog in area
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ventralis of the telencephalon (Vd), although only a
small percentage of rostral TPp neurons (10% total) are
known to contribute to this ascending mix of DA and
NA projections (Kastenhuber et al., 2010; Rink and Wullimann, 2001; Tay et al., 2011). Ma (2003) reports that
rostral TH-ir PVOa neurons project rostroventrally and
laterally. Ascending projections to the ventral telencephalon from TPp TH-ir neurons can also be seen in
horizontal sections through the midshipman brain,
although we were unable to verify exact end targets in
this study. Kaslin and Panula (2001) report that TPp
neurons send descending fibers and are reciprocally
connected with LC neurons in adult zebrafish, consistent with descending targets of DA A11 neurons in
mammals (Maeda et al., 1991). Thus, the intense TH-ir
terminals seen on LC neurons in the present study (Fig.
7) possibly originate from the TPp as well, or may be
local projections from the LC (Tay et al., 2011). The
heavy TH-ir terminal fields in the area of the dorsal
raphe area (present study; Kaslin and Panula, 2001) are
also consistent with DAergic projections from A11 neurons in mammals (Peyron et al., 1995; Smeets and
Gonzalez, 2000).
The behavioral relevance for diencephalospinal projections in both zebrafish and mammals is still largely
unknown (Barraud et al., 2010; Jordan et al., 2008; Kastenhuber et al., 2010). The prominent descending projections of TH-ir neurons in the TPp further support
them as A11 DA homologs. A11 is the major source of
DA in the spinal cord, and in mice, numbers of A11
neurons and DA innervation of the lumbar portion of
the dorsal horn are sexually dimorphic. This sexual
dimorphism is an androgen receptor–dependent mechanism, organized by differential exposure to androgens
perinatally (Pappas et al., 2010). The function of DA in
this area is thought to modulate sensory (including
nociception) information and motor function (Barriere
et al., 2004; Lapirot et al., 2011). Interestingly, as seen
in zebrafish, single A11 neurons in mammals are known
to have both descending spinal as well as ascending
telencephalic projections. Although neocortical ascending targets appear to be the most robust, subpallial targets such as striatal, nucleus accumbens, and
amygdala are reported as well (Takada et al., 1988a,b,
1993). In canaries, both A11 and A10 (VTA) TH-ir neurons project to forebrain song control nuclei (Appeltants
et al., 2000, 2002a). Thus, although the absence of
VTA/SN DAergic groups in teleosts appears to be a
derived condition (Carrera et al., 2012), the projection
pattern of the TPp and its connectivity with other brain
areas (e.g., hodology; O’Connell and Hofmann, 2012)
may permit analogous functions to VTA/SN of other
vertebrates in addition to the roles of A11 neurons.

TH-ir neurons in the periventricular posterior
tuberculum have widespread projections to
the central and peripheral auditory system
A recent single-cell projectome study in larval zebrafish demonstrated that individual TH-ir TPp neurons
send strong descending projections to the hindbrain
and spinal cord and ascending projections to the ventral telencephalon, as well as local projections within
the diencephalon. Thus, TH-ir TPp neurons are well
positioned to be important regulators of sensory–motor
integration (Tay et al., 2011). Similarly, our neuroanatomical findings point to TH-ir TPp neurons as modulators and integrators of auditory, motor, and higher
cognitive function in adult midshipman. Figure 18 summarizes TH-ir projections from the TPp supported by
data in the present study. These projections appear to
include efferents to the ventral telencephalon, higher
auditory (CP), midbrain vocal–acoustic center (PAG),
hindbrain auditory nuclei (DO/SO), octavolateralis efferent nucleus (OE), and inner ear (saccule). Although the
direct projection of TH-ir TPp neurons to the saccule is
confirmed by double-label tract tracing experiments and
supports earlier preliminary observations by Sisneros
et al. (2002), projections to the PAG (also see Goebrecht et al., 2014; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013) and
CP can be seen originating from TH-ir TPp cells in the
same plane of section, and projections to the hindbrain
auditory and OE are evident as branches off the mlct
tract, which is derived largely from the TPp. The exact
target of ascending projections to the ventral telencephalon was not determined and will require further
investigation. Also, like adult zebrafish (Ma, 2003),
there is a strong lateral component to these projections
that appears to robustly innervate the PGl (Fig. 4I; not
shown in Fig. 18), which receives projections from the
auditory thalamus (CP; Goodson and Bass, 2002).
Thus, similar to what is known for the mammalian LC
system, in which individual neurons project to discrete
nuclei within the ascending somatosensory system (Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003), individual TH-ir TPp neurons may innervate multiple nuclei along the ascending
auditory pathway. This arrangement is thought to provide simultaneous release of CA to coordinate information transfer along a sensory pathway (Berridge and
Waterhouse, 2003). It is important to note that there is
substantial TH-ir input to areas of neuroanatomical
overlap between the auditory and lateral line systems,
including the DOdl, DOdm, MG, and TS, as well as in
lateral line–specific structures such as anterior and posterior branches of the lateral line nerve and MED. As
these lateral line–specific structures are adjacent to
shared auditory areas (Weeg and Bass, 2000), it is
highly likely that their source of TH-ir terminals is also
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the TPp. Interestingly, primary afferents of the posterior
lateral line nerve can indeed encode frequencies contained within midshipman vocalizations (Weeg and
Bass, 2002). Whether single TPp neurons innervate
both octaval sensory systems and function in the same
manner as described above to coordinate both auditory
and lateral line processing of acoustic social signals is
worthy of future investigations.

TH-ir innervation of the sensory macula of the
saccule and the octavolateralis efferent
nucleus
Our results demonstrate two pathways through which
CAs could modulate the sensitivity of the peripheral
auditory system in midshipman. The first pathway
includes TH-ir (DA) neurons in the TPp that project
directly to the base of sensory hair cells in the saccule
via nerve VIII, whereas the second, indirect pathway,
which also appears to originate in the TPp, is a massive
TH-ir input on the dendrites and somata of the OE,
which in turn projects to the inner ear and lateral line
organs (Bass et al., 1994; Bleckmann et al., 1991; Highstein and Baker, 1986; Highstein et al., 1992; Koppl,
2011; Tomchik and Lu, 2005; Weeg et al., 2005). To
our knowledge this is the first demonstration of CA terminals in the sensory epithelium of the inner ear of any
nonmammalian vertebrate, and suggests a conserved
and important anatomical and functional role for DA in
normal audition. Whether the same neurons in the TPp
that project to the inner ear also heavily innervate the
OE requires further study. The data presented here suggest that only a few TH-ir neurons in the TPp that project to the peripheral octavolateralis system via the
lateral EB also branch into the medial descending EB to
terminate on OE somata, whereas a greater number of
TPp cells that form the descending mlct innervate the
OE dendritic field. In support of this, the small bundle
of TH-ir axons that exit the lateral EB appears to have
the same morphology as those that continue to
descend and innervate OE somata (compare Figs. 5E,F
and 12D).
Although our work clearly demonstrates the target of
TPp TH-ir efferents as terminals on the base of hair
cells in the inner ear of a teleost, previous studies in
larval and adult zebrafish showed that these diencephalic DAergic neurons project to the lateral line organ
and toward the inner ear and nerve VIII with unknown
targets (Bricaud et al., 2001; Ma, 2003). Furthermore,
DA receptor mRNA expression was recently found in
hair cell preparations of the trout saccule (Drescher
et al., 2010). Thus, there is compelling evidence that
DA action on the inner ear may be a common feature
across unrelated species of teleost fishes, and perhaps
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vertebrates in general. In addition, previous tracttracing studies have identified a few diencephalic (posterior tubercular) neurons that project to lateral line
nerves in goldfish (Puzdrowski, 1989; Zottoli and Van
Horne, 1983), catfish (New and Singh, 1994), and larval
zebrafish (Metcalfe et al., 1985), all otophysan fishes.
Although those studies did not identify the neurochemical phenotype of the diencephalic efferents, it is highly
likely based on their neuroanatomical location and morphology that they are DAergic, and they support the
hypothesis that TPp TH-ir neurons may innervate multiple peripheral octavolateral end organs.
Similar to fishes, the auditory system of tetrapod vertebrates includes sensory hair cells in the inner ear that
synapse onto primary afferent neurons that in turn project through the VIIIth cranial nerve to the primary processing area in the auditory hindbrain. In addition, efferent
neurons from the brainstem project out toward the hair
cells and modulate the signal being transmitted back to
the brain. Efferents contact auditory and vestibular hair
cells directly or make synapses on afferent dendrites
(Koppl, 2011; Nicolson, 2012; Ruel et al., 2007). In mammals, the medial olivocochlear (MOC) efferent system is
comprised of cholinergic neurons that function to inhibit
outer hair cells (cochlear amplifier), whereas the lateral
olivocochlear (LOC) efferent system is a heterogeneous
mix of cholinergic, DAergic, g-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic and other peptidergic neurons (Darrow et al., 2006b;
Gaborjan et al., 1999; Lendvai et al., 2011), whose function is less well known but that have been demonstrated
to elicit either slow excitation or slow suppression of the
nerve output from inner hair cells of the cochlea (Groff
and Liberman, 2003). In the LOC, GABA colocalizes with
cholinergic efferent terminals, whereas DA comprises a
small but separate population (5–35%) of efferents (Darrow et al., 2006b). The majority of DA terminals lack
clear synaptic specializations (Lendvai et al., 2011). Perfusion of DA on the cochlea decreases sound-evoked activity and inhibits compound action potentials of afferent
dendrites (Ruel et al., 2001), and acoustic overstimulation
leads to depletion of TH-ir in the cochlea (Niu and Canlon, 2002), although, interestingly, low-level (nontoxic)
sound conditioning upregulates DAergic terminals in the
cochlea and reduces subsequent damage by trauma (Niu
et al., 2004). Many studies, mostly in rodents, have investigated mechanisms of action of DA signaling on the
inner ear, but its functional significance remains unclear.
Largely, these investigations have suggested a role of DA
in protection from acoustic trauma damage, as DA
appears to suppress the excitotoxic effects of acoustic
overstimulation (Lendvai et al., 2011), although a role in
sound localization was also suggested (Darrow et al.,
2006a).
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Like other vertebrates, octavolateral efferent (OE)
neurons in teleosts are also cholinergic (Brantley and
Bass, 1988; Clemente et al., 2004; Danielson et al.,
1988; Roberts et al., 1994), and project onto saccular
hair cells, where they have been shown to have an
inhibitory role on saccular afferent activity in goldfish
(Sugihara, 2001). However, in the toadfish (Opansus
tau), activation of the octavolateralis efferent neurons
can reduce the gain (or sensitivity) of the evoked receptor potentials of hair cells but also increase the spontaneous discharge rate of the inner ear afferents
connected to the peripheral vestibular system (Boyle
et al., 2009). Similarly, recent findings suggest that
cholinergic OE neurons coexpress GABA in the toadfish
Opsanus (Edds-Walton et al., 2010), a close relative of
midshipman. The intensely robust TH-ir innervation pattern of midshipman OE has not been reported in other
teleosts and therefore may either reflect a specialization of vocal teleosts, or indicate that this brain area
has not been examined closely in most other species.
However, varicose DA-ir fibers as well as both D1A/B
and D2A/B receptors have been localized to OE in the
European eel (Kapsimali et al., 2000; Pasqualini et al.,
2009; Roberts et al., 1989), which supports DAergic
innervation of this area; interestingly, there is evidence
for sound production in eels (Lagardere and Ernande,
2004; Rountree et al., 2002). Importantly, midshipman
OE neurons receive direct input from the VPP, are
active during vocalization in midshipman males, and are
proposed to maintain sensitivity to external acoustic
stimuli during vocal behavior (Chagnaud et al., 2011;
Weeg et al., 2005).
In addition, OE neurons were recently found to generate a vocal corollary discharge that encodes duration,
thus providing feedback that may prevent selfgenerated auditory afferent overstimulation (reafference
suppression; Chagnaud and Bass, 2013) or perhaps
protect from acoustic trauma during courtship calls that
are measured at 130 dB and can be produced continuously for more than an hour (Bass and McKibben,
2003). Thus, modulation of input from the auditory
periphery by dense CA terminals on cholinergic OE neurons likely provides an additional layer of control on the
octavolateral efferent system and may serve as an
important component of adaptive seasonal plasticity of
peripheral auditory tuning in midshipman (Sisneros,
2009; Sisneros et al., 2004; Rohmann and Bass, 2011;
Rohmann et al., 2013), or may increase signal above
ambient noise (Tomchik and Lu, 2006) in females who
are actively localizing concurrently calling males by
sound. However, although OE neurons are responsive
to external sound, the pathway that connects the OE to
primary auditory information has not been identified

(Highstein and Baker, 1986; Tomchik and Lu, 2006).
One possibility is that the OE receives external auditory
input via the PAG (see below; Kittelberger and Bass,
2013). Modulation of hindbrain auditory efferents by
CAs was previously shown in rats, in which norepinephrine had largely excitatory but also inhibitory effects on
certain neurons in the MOC (Wang and Robertson,
1997). Interestingly, a recent study in larval zebrafish
indicates that A11-like DAergic TPp neurons also
express glutamate as a neurotransmitter (Filippi et al.,
2014). Therefore, these neurons may excite OE neurons, which in turn may further inhibit neurotransmission of hair cells of the inner ear.

TH-ir innervation of central auditory circuitry
Like Goebrecht et al. (2014), we provide strong anatomical evidence for CA modulation of audition in midshipman, as robust TH-ir innervation is found in nuclei
throughout all levels of the central auditory system,
with the exception of the Dm (Goodson and Bass,
2002). Importantly, we demonstrate here that putative
terminals on dendrites and somata of neurons in auditory nuclei are anatomically connected (some via multiple synapses) to afferents from the saccule. For
example, the DOdm, DOri, and SOv receive input from
primary auditory afferents and project to the auditoryspecific nucleus centralis division (nc) of the TS (Bass
et al., 2000, 2001a). In addition, DOri is a major vocal–
acoustic integrative site in the medulla (Bass et al.,
1994, 2000). The TSnc, in turn, projects to the Is, nll,
Te, PGl, AT, and CP (Bass et al., 2000), all of which
show strong TH-ir innervation. This is similar to findings
by Goebrecht et al. (2014) except they report minimal
TH-ir fibers in PGl. Interestingly, the TSnc sends
ascending projections that appear to terminate adjacent to the Vp and Vv (Bass et al., 2000) where clusters of locally projecting TH-ir neurons are located
(current study; Tay et al., 2011).
Notably, TSnc is heavily innervated by TH-ir varicosities and terminals and there is evidence that this may
be more robust in type I males than in females (Goebrecht et al., 2014). This robust pattern of TH-ir in the
TS appears to be consistent across teleosts and is
likely a mixture of DA and NAergic input, as there are
reports of DBH-, TH-, and DA-ir fibers and terminals in
this area across a variety of species (Adrio et al., 2002;
Batten et al., 1993; Corio et al., 1991; Ekstr€om et al.,
1986, 1990; Hornby and Piekut, 1990; Kaslin and Panula, 2001; Ma, 1994; O’Connell et al., 2011; Roberts
et al., 1989; Sas et al., 1990; Vetillard et al., 2002).
Furthermore, the amphibian TS, mammalian inferior colliculus (IC; a TS homolog; Bass et al., 2005), and dorsal
lateral mesencephalic nucleus in birds (MLd, IC
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homolog; Karten, 1967) all receive substantial CA input
(Appeltants et al., 2001; Endepols et al., 2000; Kitahama et al., 1996; Klepper and Herbert, 1991; Mello
et al., 1998; Tong et al., 2005), which suggests a conserved pattern and modulatory role of CAs on central
auditory processing across vertebrates. The primary
source of NAergic fibers is likely the LC (Ma, 1994), as
is the case in mammals (Hormigo et al., 2012; Klepper
and Herbert, 1991) and birds (Kitt and Brauth, 1986a),
as projection patterns of NAergic neurons are highly
conserved (Smeets and Gonzalez, 2000; Tay et al.,
2011). Furthermore, small clusters of retrogradely filled
cells are found in the isthmus just dorsomedial to the
lateral lemniscus after neurobiotin injection into the
TSnc in midshipman (Bass et al., 2000). These cells
appear to approximate the morphology and location of
ventrolateral TH-ir neurons of the LC. The source of
DAergic fibers to the TS may include the VM, which is
known to send efferents to the TS in catfish (Striedter,
1991) and false kelpfish Sebasticus (Ito et al., 1986).
Importantly, the TS in midshipman is known to physiologically encode concurrent male vocalizations (Bodnar
and Bass, 1997, 1999, 2001), which is a significant
computational problem in the intertidal nesting area
(Bass and McKibben, 2003). Thus, DAergic and/or
NAergic input may function to alter temporal encoding
and frequency discrimination in a complex naturalistic
sound field (Hurley et al., 2004). Recently, Gittelman
et al. (2013) demonstrated both excitatory and inhibitory DA modulation of auditory responses in the IC of
mice, and there is evidence for NA-induced suppression
of IC neuronal response in the bat (Hurley et al., 2004).
Less is known about behavioral implications of CA
action in the auditory midbrain, although manipulating
DA receptor activation in the IC of rats disrupts acoustic startle-mediated prepulse inhibition (Satake et al.,
2012).
Studies in other teleosts have also reported TH-ir,
DBH-ir, and/or DA-ir in other ascending auditory nuclei
including hindbrain octaval sensory nuclei (Ekstr€om
et al., 1986, 1990; Hornby and Piekut, 1990; Hornby
et al., 1987; Kaslin and Panula, 2001; Ma, 2003; Roberts et al., 1989), CP (Adrio et al., 2002; Batten et al.,
1993; Corio et al., 1991; Ekstr€om et al., 1986, 1990;
Hornby and Piekut, 1990; Hornby et al., 1987; Kaslin
and Panula, 2001; Sas et al., 1990), AT (Adrio et al.,
2002; Anadon et al., 2002; Batten et al., 1993; Ekstr€om
et al., 1990; Hornby et al., 1987; Kaslin and Panula,
2001; Meek et al., 1993; O’Connell et al., 2011; Sas
et al., 1990) and PGl (Batten et al., 1993; Corio et al.,
1991; Ekstr€
om et al., 1986; Kaslin and Panula, 2001;
O’Connell et al., 2011; Sas et al., 1990). A few studies
in teleosts have demonstrated DAergic and/or NAergic
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receptor distribution in auditory nuclei, which supports
TH-ir innervation of those areas and the auditory system as a CA target for sensory modulation. In European
eel, D1B and D2A/B receptor mRNA expression is localized in the TS and D1A2 and D2A/B receptor mRNA in
the MG, close to the nerve VIII exit (Kapsimali et al.,
2000; Pasqualini et al., 2009). Vacher et al. (2003)
showed D2 receptor mRNA in the TS (centralis and lateralis) of trout, and O’Connell et al. (2011) report D1A
and D2 receptor in the TS, CP, and AT of the cichlid A.
burtoni. Using both autoradiography and immunohistochemistry techniques, Ampatzis and Dermon (2010)
showed b 2 adrenergic receptor (AR) in the CP, TS, PGl,
MG, and medial octaval nucleus (MON) in adult zebrafish that largely overlaps the distribution of a 2A AR-ir
in the same areas (Ampatzis et al., 2008). Similar distributions of ARs are found in a marine species, the red
porgy, although hindbrain nuclei are not reported (Zikopoulos and Dermon, 2005).
Although homologies of auditory nuclei between
fishes and tetrapods are less clear outside of the midbrain TS, CA innervation is consistently found in auditory nuclei in the hindbrain and thalamus of mammals,
birds, and frogs (Appeltants et al., 2001; Bottjer, 1993;
Gonzalez and Smeets, 1991; Kitahama et al., 1996;
Kitt and Brauth, 1986a,b; Klepper and Herbert, 1991;
Matragrano et al., 2011; Mello et al., 1998; Woods and
Azeredo, 1999). Thus, CA innervation at multiple levels
of ascending auditory circuitry appears to be a common feature across vertebrates. Interestingly, Kossl
and Vater (1989) found that NA enhances temporal
auditory contrasts in the cochlear nucleus of the mustached bat and may be relevant for sound localization
and recognition of temporal patterns, both of which
are essential behavioral and computational tasks that
midshipman and other toadfish employ for reproductive
behavior and that may also occur in the auditory hindbrain (Fay, 2005). The auditory thalamus in fishes, CP,
is thought to process more complex, wideband spectral
features compared with the TS (Lu and Fay, 1995), and
indeed shows a robust cFos-ir response when male
midshipman are exposed to calls of other males
(Petersen et al., 2013). CA modulation of frequency
tuning and sensory gating has been demonstrated in
the auditory thalamus of mammals and birds (Edeline
et al., 2011; Schall et al., 1999). Based on its connectivity to the TSnc, as well as the AT and vT, the CP is a
strong candidate site for auditory–vocal integration
(Goodson and Bass, 2002) and modulation by CAs.
Similarly, studies in songbirds have shown effects of
NA on auditory processing in forebrain nuclei associated with learned song production (Cardin and
Schmidt, 2004).
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TH-ir neurons in TPp and LC show cFos
induction in response to social acoustic
signals in midshipman
Recently, we demonstrated that TH-ir neurons in the
TPp show a significant cFos-ir response when type I
males are exposed to mate calls of other males
(Petersen et al., 2013). Therefore these neurons appear
to be responsive to social acoustic signals over ambient
noise. Furthermore, there was a significant positive correlation between numbers of cFos-ir cells in both the CP
and AT (higher auditory processing nuclei) and percent
colocalization of cFos in TH-ir TPp neurons (Petersen
et al., 2013). This functional connectivity supports anatomical projections of TPp TH-ir fibers into these auditory
nuclei. Previous neuroanatomical tract-tracing studies
have revealed connectivity of the ascending auditory
pathway with the TPp via the PAG, a major node in the
vocal motor pathway in midshipman, which has bidirectional connections with the TS (Goodson and Bass,
2002; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013). Thus, TPp neurons
have indirect access to auditory information. Because
some of those same neurons may not only project to
the saccule and hindbrain auditory nuclei, but also send
ascending projections to the ventral telencephalon (i.e.,
Vd, Vv; Rink and Wullimann, 2001, 2002; Tay et al.,
2011), these DAergic neurons in the TPp are in a perfect
position to affect the primary auditory processing and
higher brain function involved in behavioral decision making upon salient auditory cues (Fig. 18; Goodson and
Kingsbury, 2013; O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011, 2012;
Petersen et al., 2013). Interestingly, about 8% of TPp THir cells in male midshipman were colabeled with cFos-ir
after mate call playback (Petersen et al., 2013), which
approximates the number of TH-ir neurons that project
to the saccule (current study).
Like TH-ir neurons in the TPp, LC neurons also show
robust cFos-ir response to conspecific vocalizations in
male midshipman. In addition, there were significant
positive correlations between numbers of cFos-ir cells
at all levels of the auditory system we investigated
(DOri, TSnc, CP, and AT) and percent colocalization of
cFos in TH-ir LC neurons (Petersen et al., 2013), which
may reflect LC connectivity to those areas (Hoke et al.,
2005). The LC may receive direct and/or indirect auditory input, as both the TS and PAG send projections to
the corresponding isthmal region in midshipman (Bass
et al., 2000; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013), although
whether contacts are made on LC neurons would
require confirmation by double-label experiments.
Our previous study is consistent with social acoustic
induction of immediate early genes (IEGs) in CA neurons in songbirds (Bharati and Goodson, 2006; Lynch
et al., 2012; Maney et al., 2003; Nordeen et al., 2009)

and supports a conserved role for CAs in vocal–acoustic behavior, notably attention and appropriate
responses to acoustic social signals (Maney, 2013). An
intact LC NAergic system is necessary for song-induced
IEG expression in the auditory forebrain (Velho et al.,
2012) as well as normal behavioral response to conspecific song (Appeltants et al., 2002b; Lynch and Ball,
2008; Pawlisch et al., 2011). Neurophysiological studies
in rodent models have shown that direct stimulation of
LC paired with sound can directly affect frequency tuning in the thalamus and cortex (Edeline et al., 2011),
and NA release from LC mediates GABA transmission in
the auditory cortex (Salgado et al., 2012). In zebra
finch, midbrain DA neurons are connected to and activated by auditory information from a forebrain song
learning nucleus in the basal ganglia (Gale and Perkel,
2010). Lesioning of DA neurons in the posterior tuberculum by 6-hydroxydopamine disrupts phonotaxis behavior in frogs (Endepols et al., 2004). As proposed for
tungara frogs (Hoke and Pitts, 2012; Hoke et al.,
2007), hormone-sensitive DA neurons in the periventricular posterior tuberculum of midshipman females (Forlano et al., 2001, 2005, 2010) may function to mediate
phonotaxis to male mate calls via activation of forebrain
centers comparable to basal ganglia (Vd, Vc; O’Connell
and Hofmann, 2011, 2012; Wullimann and Mueller,
2004; Wullimann and Rink, 2002).

TH-ir in vocal motor and vocal–acoustic
integration centers
Robust TH-ir innervation is found in nuclei throughout
all levels (forebrain: PPa, PPp, vT, AT; midbrain: PAG,
PTT, Is, IP, PL; hindbrain–spinal VPG) of the descending
vocal motor circuitry (Bass et al., 1994; Chagnaud
et al., 2011; Goodson and Bass, 2002; Kittelberger and
Bass, 2013; Kittelberger et al., 2006), which supports
CAs as important neuromodulators of vocal behavior in
midshipman. Our findings are generally consistent with
the description of TH-ir fiber innervation of vocal circuitry by Goebrecht et al. (2014), although we are now
able to definitively show connectivity to backfilled neurons at all three levels of the vocal pattern generator
(see below) and have documented additional sparse
populations of TH-ir neurons within the AT and PAG. To
date, other teleost species with defined vocal circuitry
have not been investigated. Like the PAG discussed
above, the other vocally active sites contain reciprocal
connections to the auditory midbrain (TSnc) and thalamus (CP) and are therefore considered vocal–acoustic
integration sites (Goodson and Bass, 2002). Aside from
the PPa, which contains a large population of TH-ir neurons, the PPp, vT, AT, and PAG all have a small number
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of TH-ir cells within their respective nuclear boundaries.
However, it is unclear how much innervation is provided
by these “local” TH-ir neurons. It is likely that each
nucleus may contain a mix of DAergic and NAergic terminals from several TH-ir populations (Tay et al., 2011).
Nuclei in the ventral telencephalon, namely, Vs and Vv,
contain their own population of local-projecting TH-ir
cells and have reciprocal connections to forebrain
vocal–acoustic sites (Goodson and Bass, 2002). The
PPp is known to be interconnected to several vocal–
acoustic integration sites including AT, vT, PAG, and PL;
furthermore, the PPa/p, vT, and AT all have reciprocal
connections with CP and are thus designated the forebrain vocal–acoustic complex (Goodson and Bass,
2002). Whether TH-ir cells in the AT/vT and PPp project
to the CP is unknown. It is noteworthy that Vs, Vv,
PPa/p, AT, vT, and PAG are all major nodes in the vertebrate social behavior network and are substrates for
modulation by DA (Goodson, 2005; Goodson and Kingsbury, 2013; O’Connell and Hofmann, 2011; 2012).
As mentioned above, previous tract-tracing experiments demonstrated reciprocal projections between
the TPp and PAG (Goodson and Bass, 2002; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013). Although neurochemical characterization of specific projections was not conducted
in those studies, they support our findings that TH-ir
neurons in the TPp project to and provide DAergic
input to the PAG. Furthermore, the PAG sends projections to the ri, SOv, VT, and OE in the auditory hindbrain (see above), which supports these nuclei as
auditory–vocal integration sites (Kittelberger and Bass,
2013). Importantly, the PAG has a conserved role in
vocal motor control across vertebrates (see Goodson
and Bass, 2002; Goodson and Kingsbury, 2013; Kittelberger and Bass, 2013 and references within) and is
innervated by CA fibers (Appeltants et al., 2001; Dujardin and Jurgens, 2005; Herbert and Saper, 1992; Mello
et al., 1998). Preliminary neurophysiological studies in
midshipman suggest an inhibitory role of DA on vocal
output via the PAG (Kittelberger et al., 2011), which is
consistent with inhibitory effects of systemic DA pharmacology on calling behavior in frogs (Creighton et al.,
2013) and mice (Scardochio and Clarke, 2013; but see
Brudzynski et al., 2012 for differential effect of DA agonist dosage). A variety of studies in songbirds have
demonstrated a strong positive relationship between
sexually motivated song and activation of mesolimbic
circuits, largely focusing on DA neurons in the VTA
(Goodson et al., 2009; Hara et al., 2007; Leblois and
Perkel, 2012; Lynch et al., 2008; Maney and Ball,
2003; Sasaki et al., 2006; Yanagihara and Hessler,
2006; for review, see Ball and Balthazart, 2010; Riters,
2012).
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Although both VTA (A10) and central gray A11 DA
neurons innervate forebrain song circuitry in canaries,
including higher vocal center (HVC) and premotor
robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA) (Appeltants
et al., 2000, 2002a), it appears that A11 neurons project into the nucleus intercollicularis (ICo; Appeltants,
et al., 2001), the vocally active mammalian PAG homolog (Goodson and Kingsbury, 2013). Importantly,
expression of IEG products in A11 TH-ir neurons is
strongly coupled to social vocalizations in male zebra
finches and across other Estrildid species (Lynch et al.,
2008; Goodson et al., 2009). Whether A11 equivalent
DA neurons in the TPp (Kastenhuber et al., 2010; Tay
et al., 2011) that project to the PAG in midshipman
show an ancestral, conserved function in song production in a social context is an interesting hypothesis for
further investigations.
Vocally active isthmal nuclei contain dense TH-ir terminals. The LC is a good candidate for projecting to
and providing NAergic modulation of these areas,
which, along with the PAG/PTT, make up the midbrain
vocal–acoustic complex in midshipman (Goodson and
Bass, 2002). In particular, the LC sits in close proximity
to the caudal IP and hindbrain paraventricular (HP) cell
groups (Bass et al., 1994; Goodson and Bass, 2002;
Kittelberger and Bass, 2013). In addition, neurobiotin
injections into the PAG indicate projections from this
area as well (Kittelberger and Bass, 2013). In general,
projections from the LC are thought to be highly conserved and provide the majority of NAergic fibers in the
midbrain and forebrain (Ma, 1994; Tay et al., 2011). In
songbirds, the LC projects widely to forebrain song circuitry (Appeltants et al., 2001, 2002a; Castelino et al.,
2007), but less is known of its direct projections to
less derived vocal areas (Castelino and Schmidt, 2010).
The dorsomedial nucleus of the ICo (PAG homolog) has
the highest density of DBH-ir fibers compared with
other song control regions (Mello et al., 1998). Thus,
although DBH-ir has not been investigated in midshipman, one would predict a mixture of DAergic and NAergic fibers in the PAG as well.
Importantly, backfilled neurons throughout the VPG
circuitry (VPP, VPN, and VMN; Bass et al., 2008; Chagnaud et al., 2011) contain dense putative TH-ir terminals, and thus the VPG itself appears to be a major
target for CA modulation of vocal output. In contrast to
the prominent VMN, the VPN and VPP consist of sparse
numbers of neurons within the reticular formation that
are not easily discernable with Nissl stain alone. This is
likely why TH-ir innervation of VPN was not obvious in
the study by Goebrecht et al. (2014). Results from the
present study support distinct TH-ir fiber populations
entering the VMN, which spans the caudal hindbrain–
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spinal cord boundary (Bass et al., 2008): those entering
laterally appear to originate from the vagal/AP populations that lie dorsal and lateral to VMN, whereas those
coursing longitudinally are likely diencephalospinal from
the TPp, as predicted from their proposed A11 homology (Fig. 18); TPp TH-ir projections into the spinal cord
have been clearly demonstrated in zebrafish (Kastenhuber et al., 2010; McLean and Fetcho, 2004a,b; Tay
et al., 2011). Using the same methodology as in the
present study, Bass et al. (1994) and Knapp et al.
(1999) show a few backfilled cells dorsal and lateral to
the VMN in a position similar to that of some vagal THir cells shown here. We did not find TH-ir cells that
were backfilled from the vocal nerve in our study, possibly because we used largely nonreproductive type I
males (regressed vocal musculature and testes), which
may account for decreased transneuronal transport due
to a regression of vocal musculature and presumed
inactivity of the vocal system in general. Although it is
unconfirmed whether those previously reported backfilled cells are indeed TH-ir, our study shows that TH-ir
neurons in that position indeed appear to send strong
projections into the midlateral aspect of the VMN.
The TH-ir neurons proximal to VMN likely correspond,
in part, to the highly conserved A1 and A2 CA groups
found in all vertebrates (Kaslin and Panula, 2001;
Smeets and Gonzalez, 2000). Studies in teleosts have
shown that these nuclei contain a mix of DA, NA, and
adrenaline-producing neurons (Batten et al., 1993; Ma,
1997; Roberts et al., 1989; Sas et al., 1990). There is
evidence in adult zebrafish that paraventricular vagal
neurons are DAergic, whereas some extraventricular
neurons are NAergic (Ma, 1997). In mammals, A2 neurons reside within the dorsal vagal complex (which
includes the AP) and are known to have multiple connections to higher brain areas and diverse physiological
functions associated with attention, arousal, motivation,
and learning, etc. (for review, see Rinaman, 2011). As
seen in mammals, Tay et al. (2011) demonstrated that
these medullary CA neurons in larval zebrafish have
strong local projections in addition to far-reaching projections into the ventral telencephalon, hypothalamus,
and posterior tuberculum. Importantly, these caudal THir groups (vagal and AP) are proximal to and likely provide local innervation of the Xm and inferior reticular
formation (Ri) in amphibians (Gonzalez and Smeets,
1991), the tracheosyringeal division of the hypoglossal
motor nucleus in birds (Appeltants et al., 2001; Bottjer,
1993; Mello et al., 1998), and the nucleus ambiguus in
mammals (Rinaman, 2011), all comparable vocal areas
to midshipman VPG nuclei (Bass et al., 2008). Thus, CA
modulation of vocal motor patterning may also be a
general vertebrate feature.

CONCLUSIONS
Here we provide strong neuroanatomical evidence for
CA modulation at multiple levels of auditory, vocal
motor, and vocal–acoustic integration sites in midshipman and propose that this is a conserved feature
across vocal vertebrates. Although these data do not
unambiguously demonstrate direct synaptic contact of
TH-ir fibers on anatomically identified neurons, we do
provide evidence that CAs could be released in very
close proximity to labeled neurons in these circuits.
CAs in particular are well documented to be released
volumetrically at nonclassical synapses in a paracrine
fashion (Cragg et al., 2001; Descarries et al., 2008;
Pickel et al., 1996). Whether putative TH-ir terminals
are coincident with classical synaptic specializations
will need to be confirmed by future studies using electron microscopy.
Ultimately, CAs may function to modulate auditory
neural responsiveness in coordination with appropriate
motor output within the context of motivated seasonal
reproductive behaviors. This may include both male
vocalizations in the context of courtship and competition for mates (Petersen et al., 2013) and the female’s
directed decision (i.e., phonotaxis) to localize a potential mate’s nest. Our data provide support for CAs as
important modulators of vocal–acoustic circuitry and as
a conserved characteristic across vertebrates that use
acoustic communication in social contexts.
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